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1 beckon, I cal1 
Corne to me, love, 
[ will love you with rny sands, 
With my sunset, 
With my winter and its storms. 
My wind blows through you. 
Al1 are extreme as my love for you is so. 

I reach for you through your childhood. 
Upon me, your mother has spilled the biood of your birth. 
Being newly formed when I first knew you, 
Bathed in bliss, oh how I swelled and bumed bright 
To fil 1 your eyes. 
My mystenes remain hidden, 
Waiting for you to find 
My bliss in yow discovery. 

I am vast, but I yeam for you to fil1 me. 
For I need to be known. 
I shine through you as you breathe, 
For your words speak of me, 
Coloured by love. 

I will never leave, I have always been. 
Though you take other lovers, and know other ecstasies, 
I am the lover who will never brins you tears. 
In your words I wish to live, 
For when you are gone, they shall remain 
A sweet reminder of our romance, 

-Kelly Goyer 



Little research and few interdisciplinary projects companng Saskatchewan and Alberta 

have been conducted. This thesis combines theones in political science and literature 

in an effort to understand the differences between, and the similarities of, political 

identities in Saskatchewan and Alberta A case study of authon from Saskatchewan and 

Alberta is ustd to derive political idcntity from the literature. Two carly writcn, Robert 

Stead and Howard O'Hagan, and three more contemporary authors: W.O. Mitchell, 

Guy Vanderhaeghe, and Antha van Herk are examined. 'Distinct synbols and thenies' 

representinç provincial identity in literature are extracted frorn the te.-. A study of the 

historical progression of themes in the literature from the early 20" century to the 

present reveals certain dichotomies in prairie literature. These dichotomies seem to be 

divided between the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, leadinç to the conclusion 

that prairie literature reflects the political differences evident in Saskatchewan and 

Alberta- 

- - - 
I l l  
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I may not know who I am, but I know where I am frorn. 
Wallace Stegner, Wolf Willow: A Historv. A Storv. and A Mernon, of 
the Last Plains Frontier 



Chapter One 
Introduction 

It was not until i left Saskatchewan that 1 reaiized what it had made me. f frrst 

noticed its effect when I moved to Alberta and saw what 1 was not. Calgary, while 

edging ont0 the foothills, is still a prairie city-1 should have feit at home, but 1 feit 

alien. Having a background in academia, and being naturally curious, I wanted to know 

why. Perhaps it is my grounding in political science that made me suspect that the 

political diRerences were behind my feelings. The attitudes and ways of life that were 

strange to me seemed to stem fiom something that had grown out of the province of 

Alberta, that reflected its politics, or of which its politics was a reflection. I w s  aware 

of the politicai differences between the provinces, but politics \ a s  only the tip of the 

iceberg-this feeling went deeper. 

Politics is not a sufticient explanation for a phenomenon that involves such a 

poweful emotional attachrnent to place. One important aspect that ma- Albertans 1 

met and 1 had in common was the pnde we took in Our particular provinces. Therr was 

passion.' I became fiercely defensive of my home, while my Albenan fiends could not 

understand why 1 would not want to stay in the best province in Canada-so much 

rnoney, so much oppominitv, so much hope! But it was not home. It was not my air, 

my slry, my space, or my people. 1 wanted to find a way to express that connection to 

my province that seemed linked to, bu t  ran deeper than politics, and I found it in prairie 

I i wouid q e  that the passion that h*tha van Herk amibutes to W.O. Mitchell's novels about the 
prairie is evident in almost dl the prairie dwelIen that 1 have met, aithouçh it is not so ebquently 
e?rpressed. See p. 153 of ,kitha van Herk's Tnvented fistory Faise Document. or Waiting for 
Saskatchewan' in A Frozen Tonmie (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992). 



writing. Aritha van Herk, an Alberta author, notes a powerful fascination that writen 

have with Saskatchewan: 

There are hundreds of Canadian writers waiiing/writingiwanting 
to elope with Saskatchewan. The reasons for this secret fascination with 
an invented space delineated only be surveyor's lines are not al1 pure. 
Some clairn Saskatchewan is very nch and if you can just t d k  her into 
ninning off with you, you'll have it made. Sorne Say she has a 
wonderful facility with the more corporeal aspects of existence and can 
show you things that those libertine pets in Toronto never even 
dreamed of. Sorne say her intellect's the thing; she's so sman she'll 
blow al 1 the cobwebs out of your ears. And othen claim she's the 
priestess of tirne, a spirit that can lead her cornpanions back into the 
realms of the dead, back to the labyn'nths ofprairie wisdorn. Al1 of 
which are tempting, in their own way. 

But Saskatchewan hangs around in the shadows of Canadian 
literature like a secret and seductive wornan who refuses to reveal her 
Face. She is wearing avushmuk w i i  odd triançular openings that shift 
and fluctuate to reveal occasionaily the corner of the c hin, one eyebrow, 
or an earlobe, but never the whole face. She dresses in a variety of 
wondefil costumes: sometimes wheat sacking, sornetimes a cerulean 
blue dnfted with mare's tales, sometimes a tac-, unabashed technicolor 
sunset and then, as if ~penting her teasing, a drift-white rok. Her 
voice, when she actually talks, is huskily pleasant, without American 
twang or eastern dur, and she speaks most ofien in metaphor.' 

Did wwiten hold the mswer for which 1 tvas searchinç? As I began to read books set in 

or about the prairies, I realized 1 was not the only one who had been shaped by and 

permanentiy Iinked to the prairie, and for me it \vas not just any prairie, it was 

Saskatc hewvan3 prairie. Aritha van Herk, despite her mention of Saskatchewan, feels 

the same for AIberta3 Wallace Stegner, who spent only his childhood in southwestern 

Saskatchewan, claimed to have been marked by it for the rest of his life." 

- .hïtha van Kerk "fnvented History: Faise Document, or Waiting for Saskatchewan7 in A Frozen 
Tonme (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1992)- p. 152. 

ArÏtha van Herk, personai interview, November 3. 1997. 
Refemng to his childhood on die prairie. Wallace Stegner. h e s ,  *Unless everything in a man-s 

memory of childhood is mideading, there is a time somewhere berneen the aga of five and twehe 
which corresponds to the phase ethologïsts have isolami in the deveIopment of bu&, when an 
impression lasting ody a few seconds may be irnprinted on the young bird for Life." For more, read 



Anyone who gows up on the prairie knows the  power of the landscape. 

Experiencing its expanse forces a quick intake of air that is sometimes so sharp that it 

tears at your lunçs, and other times is so sweet and clean and fresh that it wakens senses 

you did not even know you had Stegner cites that amazinç combination of land and 

air, and the effect that it has on an individual: 

The drama of this landscape is in the sky, pounng with light and 
always moving. The earth is passive. And yet the beauty 1 am stnick 
by, both as present fact and as revived memory, is a fusion: this sky 
would not be so spectacular without this earth to change and glow and 
darken under it. And whatever the sky may do, however the eaarth is 
shaken or darkened, the Euclidean perfection abides. The very scale, the 
huseness of simple fons ,  rmphasizes stability. It is not hills and 
mountains which we should cal1 etemal, Nature abhors elevation as 
much as it abhors a vacuum; a hi11 is no sooner elevated than the forces 
oferosion begin tearing it dom. These prairies are quiescent, close to 
static: looked at for any length of tirne, they beçin to impose their awful 
perfection on the observer's mind. Etemity is a peneplain.' 

It serrns that the prairie's effect on the psyche lasts almost as long as the pnine itselE 

An outsider's response to prairie cm be profoundly negative. It is flat, dry, 

windy, blisteringly hot in sumrner, icy cold in wi-nter, and frighteteningly rmpty. Its 

secrets are revealed to those who live in it. The prairie c m  be scary and forbidding, but 

Stegner dismisses any thought of condemning it: 

Desolate? Forbidding? There was never a country that in its 
good moments was more beautiful. Even in drouth or dust stom or 
blizzard it is the reverse of monotonou, once you have submitted to it 
with al1 the senses. You don? set out of the wind, but learn to lean and 
squint against it. You don? escape siq and sun, but Wear them in your 
ryeballs and on your back You become acutely aware of yourselE The 
world is very large, the sky even larger, and you are very small. But 
aiso the world is Bat, empty, nearly abstract, and in its flatness you are a 

"History 1s a Pontoon Bridge" in Wolf Willow A Historv. A S t o q ~  and a Memorv of the Last Plans 
Frontier (New York: The Viking Press. 1971) pp. 21-30. 
' Steger. WolFWtllow, p. 7 



challenging upright thing, as sudden as an exclmation mark, as 
enigmatic as a question mark. 

It is a country to breed mystical people, egocentric people, 
perhaps poetic people. But not humble ones. At noon the total sun 
purs on your single head; at sunrise or sunset you throw a shadow a 
hundred yards long. It was not prairie dwel lers who invented the 
indiffierent univeae or impotent man. Puny you may teel there, and 
vulnerable, but not unnoticed. This is a land to mark the sparrow's f a t 6  

The country that I corne From has proved to harbour a mystical magnetic Force that 

draws to it myself and othee. Steger says it creates poetic people. He was one of 

them, and othen followed his example. 

W.O. Mitchell states in one ofhis novels, '- 'Al1 fine wnSting is regonal, 

whether the illusion happas on the not-so-devout road to Canterbury or floating down 

the Mississippi or the Congo or on a moor in Wessex or in a winter doonvay in 

Copenhagan or the land of the Yahoos or a counny churchyard or in the darken h e m  
- 

of Bloomsbury.'" Later. he notes his own prairie hentage and the relrvancr of 

Wallace Stegner-s theory: 

The novel ist and historian and teacher, Wallace Stegner-who was a 
prairie boy once in Eastend, Saskatchewan-has said in his book FVoolf 
Wdlow that the prairie and the foothilis West should create poets. I 
agree with hirn. It certainly teaches early that to be human means to be 
conscious of self and of k i n g  separate tiorn a11 the rest of the living 
whole. Human therefore equals lonely. The cost of king aware of a 
unique inner self, which mirrors the outer remainder of the whole, has an 
outrageously high pnce in loneliness. It is impossible to rejoin the 
living whole to ease the human pain of loneliness except by dying. That 
does work In the end" 

'The prairie and the fooihills' have created poets, and novelists, and and they 

have been aime ot'their -unique inner selves,' and the mysticism that the prairie 

" ibid., p. S. 
' W.O. Mitchell+ Since Daisv Creek (Toronto: Macmi*llan of Canada 1 9841, p. 71. 
* Mitchell Ladvbup. Ladybue. . (Toronto: MeClelland and Steww 1988). p. 13 7. 



creates. Yet this does not explain my discornfort in Alberta. 1s it possible that the 

prairies create one kind of poet and the foothills create another? 

You may be asking what does this have to do with politics? As 1 have already 

mentioned, politics is an overt aspect of prairie identity. And politics in Saskatchewan 

and Alberta are quite varied 1s there a link between politics and prairie identity? 

Where does it corne frorn? How deep does it go? Have the political di fferences in the 

provinces filtered d o m  into society? Or have the differences in the provincial societies 

affected the political systems in Saskatchewan and Alberta? 

There is acadernic value in the study nt hand, but it is also a personal quest for 

understanding. Something in this prairie air has produced a powerful identification 

with the land, and with the provinces that çovem that land. 1 feel it, both in Alberta and 

Saskatchewan. Writers have been drîven to devote their an to their respective 

provinces, just as 1 am driven to devote my thesis to further understand my province 

and its neighbour. I want to reach, or at least to corne closer to measurinç, the depth of 

Our attachment to this place-an attachment that çoverns the books we read, the topics 

we discuss, our personal philosophies, and our political behaviour. 



Cbapter Two 
Towards a Conceptual Framework and a Methodology of 

Regiona Wrovincial PoliticsAdentitylLiteratu re 

I. introduction 

The complications of an interdisciplinary undertaking seem never-ending. The 

scholar must ask, for whom am I writing? What bias should I take in favour ofone 

discipline or another? Cm I tÏnd middlr ground? Will my findings enhance genenil 

scholarly achievernents, or just gather dust? There is enough dilticulty narrowing a 

topic within the confines of a single area of study. However, there is a method in the 

attempt to combine disciplines. Humanity does not live within a single domain. One 

cannot who ll y understand human behaviour through, for esarnple, political science. 

Humans are not solely political animais: they are much more. By combining different 

approüches to the study of humankind. a broader, and (tentatively) more realistic 

impression may be reached. Thrrefore, 1 have chosen to takr on the daunting task of 

conducting a literary political study. 

Obviously, both the litenry and political domains are monstrous in themselves. 

The thought of combining them without a narrowinp of some sort is unimaginable. A 

particularly focused approach somewhat lessens the pitfalls inherent in an 

interdisciplinary study. 1 will therefore focus on the literature of Saskatchewan and 

Alberta, questionhg the relationship between that Iitenture and the political identity of 

the respective provinces. As wvill be s h o w  there are works which c m  be applied to 

this study; however. much more needs to be done. This chapter will examine the 

possible approaches to an investigation into the realm of both politics and literature, in 



an effort to extract from the existent literature a methodology which will facilitate a 

provincialist study of political identity through the medium of literature. 

II. Genre and Theory: The Specifications Begin 

Before approaching the plethora of theoretical angles from which to begin, 

specifications must be made to define exactly what is meant by 'Werature." For both 

lack of time and space, but not For Iack of interest, al1 forms of art cannot be studied 

here. Such media as painting and sculpture, façcinating subjects in themselves, must be 

rxcludcd. There remains, however, a huge mixture of genres under the iiterary 

urnbrella. Poetq, dnma, fiction, non-fiction, autobiography, letters and papen of 

wiren in Alberta and Saskatchewan are ai1 legitimate candidates. In some ways, 

poetry and drarna would be prime genres for studies in regionalism, since, as Frank 

Davey argues, Tanadian poetry is poorly and mostly regïonally circulated, and read 

mainly by univenity-educated readers. Plays tend currently not only to be regionally 

disseminated but also to be perfomed on& in a handful of major cities." In his 

negative reasons for excluding these genres in his study. Davey to sorne extent 

communicates positive reasons for including them in a regional nudy. His reasons for 

not including them also apply. He continues: -'Fiction, however, continues to be 

written for general Canadian audiences, to be wideiy read, and to be circulated both 

T 

nationally and regiona1ly.-' While it may seem paradoxîcal to look for the universal in 

a regional study, this is exactly what this study must do. Drama and poetry express 

Frank Davey, Post-National Arguments: The Politics of the Andophone-Canadian Novel since 1967 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press hcorporated, 1993), p. 7. 
' %id. 



their own political identities, and if time allowed, which it does not, would provide a 

fascinating study. Yet, I cannot rely on fiction alone, since the purpose of this study is 

to extract political identities From the regional authon themselves. which means 

delving into persona1 writing as well. Therefore, other published work must also play a 

role. Thus, the genre as defined in this study will be referred to as "prose". 

It has not yet been determined which works are to be examined in the 

undertaking. It would be a lifelong task to study al1 the works from each province since 

its inception; rather, some guidelines must be found. While a hrnework which begins 

at the institutional birth of the provinces would provide an excellent description of the 

provinces? devetopment over the past ninety years, some citics give good reason to 

focus on more contemporary writers. Laurence Ricou, in Vertical Man/Horizontal 

World: Man and Landscam in Canadian Prairie Fiction, argues that early prairie 

wn-ters had not yet created a distinctive prairie style: "For the earliest prairie wn'tea, 

the cmptiness did not exist, or if it existed, it was ignored. Some writers made of the 

emptiness a lush garden, a world of beauty and plenty where human relations ran 

accordin3 to a widely accepte4 ifsimplistic moral pattern.-3 It was not until the past 

few decades that the Yiterary imagination' has begun to expand." For this reason, 

combined with time and space constraints, this mtdy ivill focus on three well-known 

contemporaxy authors: W.O. Mitchell, Guy Vanderhaeghe, and Aritha van Herk 

Unfonunately, a wider focus can not be afforded Thus, i would Iike the reader to 

- - - -  

3 Laurence Ricou, V d c d  ManiHorkontai WorId: Man and Landsca~e in Canadian Prairie Fiction 
(Vancouver: Universe of British CoIumbia Press, 1973), p. xi [t must aIso be noted that "the 
e m p ~ t s *  is ody one oFthe themes whch prairie writers tackle in their works. These themes will be 
discussed at length Iater in the paper. 



consider this a case study, one which uses the three authon to test a theory. If the test 

is successful, then more case studies could be conducted to further strengthen the 

theory. These authors do, however, suficiently represent prairie writen, since they 

have lived on the prairie For a long period of time, and have chosen to remain on the 

prairie and devote at least pan of their careen to writing about it. 

Another important distinction must be made regarding this particular approach 

to literature. The witers themselves play a central role in determining the political 

identity in their works. it is not only the content of their texts that is important; their 

reasons for remaining in their respective provinces and for writinç regionally or 

provincially are indispensable to defining their identities in their place of residence. 

Therefore, close attention must be paid to their direct opinions. Where possible, 

veritication from the authors themselves will be provided. 

Now begins the ovenvhelrning ta& of som'ng throuçh the possible theoretical 

backdrops for this undertaking. Mile it may be dificult to choose a specific approach 

within a single discipline, when two disciplines are being bridgeci, the choice is 

increasingly muddled. What will be attempted here, then, is an examination of ail 

possible approaches (simplified, of course), in an endeavour to create a conceptual 

framework that fits the specific topic of cornparhg regional and provincial identities 

through prose. 

' See alsa -htmductionq in Dick Hanisoa Uiuiamed Country The Smicde for a Canadian Prairie 
fiction (Edmonton: Univwsiry orAlbena Press, 1977). 



ILI. Political Approaches 

There are two specific theoreticai approaches in political science that can be 

applied to this study. Both can be considered "s~cio-~olitical'" in nature. First is the 

assumption that ideological formations 

anse frorn specific material contexts, and reflect the circumstances and 
interests of the social g-oup which generates them. The Prairie pattern 
of meaning in which Toronto signifies exploitive business practices has 
a material origin in the dependent economic relationship the açn*cultunl 
economy of the Prairies has had with the financial and industrial sectors 
of ~n tan 'o .~  

Here Frank Davey touches on a neo-Marxist approach to the creation of regional 

identities. He soes on to Say that the Prairie pattern 

is also ... a pattern of meaning which is likely to persin and to influence 
meaning production long aRer this relationship has altered. Similarly, 
the Prairie pattern of meaning which perceives rural life as more rich 
and rnerçetic than the urban ... flourishes despite the increasinç 
urbanization and industrialization of Praine socirty7 

Clearly, a materiakt approach to the creation of identity, particularly in an area so 

influenced by the dificulty of physical survival as the Prairies, is essential to the study 

' Aian C. Cairns and Edwin R Black, -A Différent Perjpenive on Canadian Federalistn,' Canadian Public 
Administration 9. No- 1 (March 19661, p. 28. 

Davey. p. 2 1-22 - 
' tbid., p. 22, 

' Barry Cooper, in his ani-cles -Western Political Consfioumess" in Political Thou& in Canada and *ïhe 
West: A Political ~Minoritf' in Minorities and the Canadian State, also notes the significance of economics 
on the prairies: "From the start, then, the West has fclt the impact of the most advanceci techoIogy of the 
da-" W C ,  220) and "The most cornprehensive context for Western as weU as Canadian poIitics, the 
context withùi wtu'ch the fortunes of Canada the political unit, as weU as the imaginative reaiïties of 
Canada and the West unfold, is given by technotogy" (TW:APM, S 13). The material reahties mate the 
society. Edward A McCoun also rnakes an important point about the connection between economics and 
the expression otidentity through titerature: "It is a common but Iargely fdacious theory that until a 
society achieves a subsantiai degree of econom-c security it cannot be expected to show much progras in 
the arts. ---ne mth is that the prime interest of the peopfe who constarte a fiontier society is and aiways 
has been materiai gain; and that even after secunty, and perhaps rnodest weaith, have been attained, 



The second approach, whilr still in the socio-political realm, is  ne+ 

institutional. This position is articulated most prominently by AIan Cairns, who began 

in the late 1960~~ dong with Edwin Black, to argue that societies do not create 

institutions; rather, institutions create societies. In this anal ysis 1 ies a speci fic reference 

to the study of Saskatchewan and Alberta: "Mechanisms set in motion by the creation 

of political institutions permit provinces such as Saskatchewan and Al berta which 

possessed little sociological Ieçitimacy at their birth to acquire it with the passage of 

tirne and creation of a unique provincial history."' Despite the fact that the two 

provinces have similar çeographic char acte ris tic^'^, ~enty-five years afier their 

institutionalization, they had diverged quite remarkably: 'The prairie revolt of the 

30's had subsided into agrarian refonism in Saskatchewan and conservative business 

administration in ~lberta."" The institutions themselves must to some extent have 

been a 'creative influence' on the development of the prairie provinces, since the 

boundary arbitranly drawn across seemingly indistinguishable prairie has created two 

distinct societies, and seems even to have affected the clirnate in each province.1" 

Caims cames his theory Further in his 1977 article 'The Govemments and 

Societies of Canadian Federalism". In discussing the relationship provincial 

attention continues to focus for a long time on materiai acquisitions rather than on the arts." ("Prairie 
Literature and its Critics" in A Reeion of the Mnd) 
9 Caims and Black p. 40. 
'%la& and Cairns state that -the provincial boundaries are s i I l  geogiphically meanin@ except on the 
prairies9(39). This is disputed by Edward McCourt's inuodudon to The Canadian West in Fiction: 
There are. o f  course, diFerences between provinces. Saskatchewan is flatter thr i  Alberta and les  
wooded than Manitoba, and the wind seems to blow harder t h e  than anywhere eIse in Canada" (v) 
I L  Black and Cairns. p. 32. 
" Here, I am spealong from my own experience Ïn crossuig the Saskatchewan/Alberta border-the snow 
seems to get much deeper, and the wiad blows harder the instant one crosses into Saskatchewan While I 
speak Eorn my own experience, Edward McCourt's observations in n 8 substantiatez it- 



govemments and provincial societies, he again foregrounds the importance of 

institutions in the nudy of society: 

The s i g i  ficûnt question, after all, is the survival of provincial 
govemments, not of provincial societies, and it is not self-evident that 
the existence and support of the latter is necessary to the functioning and 
aggrandizement of the former. Their sources of survival, renewal, and 
vitality may well lie within themselves and in their capacity to mould 
their environment in accordance ~vith their own pvemmental purpose. l3 

To t his point, the neo-institutional approac h remains theoretical. Whi le Black and 

Cairns briefiy mention Saskatchewan and Alberta as examples, no direct or in-depth 

attention is paid to the actual institutional effects on the provinces? developments. 

David Smith, however, does take up the cause. 

In "A Comprison of Praine Political Developments in Saskatchewan and 

Alberta," Smith makes two arguments that are fundamental to this study: fint, that 

comparative studies of Saskatchewan and Alberta 'scarcely exist', and second, that the 

Canadian federal -stem created the necessary conditions for different political systerns 

to develop in the respective provinces.14 -...[ un two neighbouring and remarkably 

similar provinces ... the evolution of...[political] movements has been remarkably 

different.'15 Through an historical analysis of the developrnent of Saskatchewan and 

Alberta in the early 20th century, Smith outlines the points of divergence in the hvo 

provinces whic h eventually led to their remarkab ly different party systerns, showing 

how the federal -stem allowed and encounged the divergence. 

l3 Cairns, "The Govenunent and Societies of Canadian Federaiisrn." The Canadian J o u d  of Political 
Science 10, No. 3 (September 1977). p. 699. 
14 David Smith, -A Cornparison of Praine Poiitical Deveiopments in Saskatchewan and Alberta," Journal 
of  Canadian Studies 3. No, 1 (February 1969)- p. If - 
'' ibid. 



Smith has hvo theories on how federalism could have afEected the development 

of Saskatchewan and Alberta: *'On the  one hand it may be asserted that the federal 

system pemiitted, by its recogpition oFloca1 institutions, the interna1 social and 

economic diversities of the provinces to reveal themselves in political diversities."" 

This argument, however, *'ignores the provinces' common political heritage of non- 

partisanism before 1905 and continuing similarities of geogaphy, history and 

economic development afienvards.' His second theory is a modification of the fim: 

that the fedrnl system demanded, for the salie of unity, the introduction 
of national partisan pol itics ... into the new provinces, thereby repudiating 
the territorial tradition of non-partisanism. This expianation, while 
paradoxical, more adequately suggests why the two provinces have 
developed such different political atterris, since it takes into account 
the influence of partisan politics.' P 

These theories, however, are not the only institutional arguments in Smith's article. 

Several other institutional phenornena puided the governments of Alberta and 

Saskatchewan in di fferent directions. 

The development of the party systems in Saskatchewan and Alberta, argues 

Smith, were affected first of all, by the Liberal Party in each province. Farmer support 

was the principal goal in order to keep a majority Sovernment At this the party was 

ememely successful, to the point of destroying any chance for a lepitirnate opposition 

pxty. While in Saskatchewan the Liberais managed to maintain a close and co- 

operative relationship with the fmers' orgm-zations, in Alberta a scandal divided the 

Liberai p q  and "brought partisanship into disrepute without providing a practical 



alternative."" Once the Liberal party was voted out of the federal govemment in 19 1 1, 

its position in the prairie provinces was further weakened. 

Since there were no realistic existing alternatives to the Liberals in either 

province, the only option was the development of a third Party. Again, institutions 

shaped the approach, since, as Smith asserts, "under the single-member-district simple- 

plurali~ vote electoral system this procedure would probably be unsuccessful unless 

the new party could attract a wide following arnong the organized fmen."'"hile 

Saskatchewan's Liberal Party managed to survive the growing unrest, the Party system 

in Alberta collapsed when the United Farmers of Alberta directly entered politics. The 

1910s created the political synems in the two provinces that survive to the present: "In 

the former [Saskatchewan] the system is still cornposed oftwo parties, although it is 

closer to being a mode1 two-party system than at any time in its p s t ,  and in the latter 

[Alberta] the system continues to be characterized by a dominant soveming party faced 

by a weak and fngmented opposition.'" 

The Depression placed extreme pressure on government, and led to the 

development of new parties in both Alberta and Saskatchewan. By this time, however. 

Smith argues that the  creation of the T.C.F. and Social Credit clearly reflect the 

political traditions and experience of their respective In other words, the 

federal system had already alIowed specific identities, or "politicai traditions and 

experienceV7 to develop separately in Saskatchewan and Alberta: 

II ibid, p+ 20. 
I9 Ibid 
:O ibid, p. Y 
'I Ibid 



The nse to power of the C.C.F. in Saskatchewan and Social Credit in 
Alberta is evidence of the breakdown of the original party structure of 
those provinces. This breakdown was made possible because the federal 
structure permitted new movements to seek power locally without 
concem for national success. It also pemitted such different 
movements as the C.C.F. and Social Credit to exist and flourish side by 
side. Onginally desired because it could accommodate Canada's 
cultural and linguistic dual ity, fedenlism eventual ly accornmodated 
econornic and social dissent.: 

Following an institutional perspective, then, Smith has outlined specitic elements of the 

fedenl system which shaped the political developrnent of Saskatchewan and Alberta, 

as well as the "political traditions and experience of the respective provinces". 

While Smith's article provides a more focused use of institutionalism than do 

Cairns and Black, it is not without flaws. It is diRicult to accept Smith's conclusion 

that 

[tlhe absence of an aitemate parry in Alberia afier 197 1 did more to 
create an environment conducive to accepting Social Credit than any 
other influence in that society. Obvenely the presence of the Liberal 
alternative to the Conservatives in Saskatchewan in 1934 forcrid the 
C.C.F., with the crushing defeat of the Conservatives, into the role of 
opposition and helped perpetuate Saskatchewan3 two party system-" 

Other influences on that society, social and economic for example, also had important 

effects. While the political environment was favourable for the developments, there 

exia v a ~ * n g  theories. Nelson Wiseman, for example, places great weight on the 

settlement patterns in Saskatchewan and Alberta in his explanahon of variant voting 

behaviour in the provinces." Smith's brief acknowledgment of "political traditions 

and expenencesT can be expanded to include settlement patterns and other societai 

w - ibid,, p- 24. 
lbid. 

" Nelson Wiseman -Pattern of -e Political Deveiopmemp in The Prairie West: HistorÏcal Readines. 
( 1984). 



developmenîs which likely had a stronger effect than he admits on the political 

outcome in the provinces. Nevertheless as one of the few comparative studies of 

Saskatchewan and Alberta, Smith's work does clarify some of the institutional 

di fferences in the respective provinces. Paradoxically, those di fferences are both the 

result and the cause of provincial political identities. The actual effect of institutions 

on the expression of identity through litenture remains to be examined. 

IV. Literary Theory 

There are sevenl levels on which to begin analysis of literary theory. Ln this 

study, ail of them are useful. General literary theory, such as Marxism or p s t -  

colonialism, provides a broad fiamework within which several avenues of exploration 

can be round. Within this expanse of theory lies literary criticism focused towards 

Canadian literature, maintaining most of the broader theories, yet partic~la~n'ng them 

to the Canadian reality. Deducing further aill, there exists regional and provincial 

literary criticism, the latter being much more rare than the former. Within each of 

these areas, important concepts are available to enhance this analysis. 

Under the umbrella of genenl literary criticism, the area of pst-colonialim 

refers directly to the Canadian expenence, along with other colonized societies. Here, 

Canadian culture and litexanire are placed in the context of the world, and are portrayed 

as unified and universal. However, within this nationaPuniversa1 image lie the seeds 

for a development of regional litemy criticism. in The Empire Writes Back: Theow 

and Practice in Post-Colonial Literahires, Ashcroft et al. discuss the impact of the 

Canadian identification with a 'mosaico reality rather than the -meltïng pot' of the 



United States. The conflict between the purity of the colonizer and the 'hybridity' of 

the colonized are very clear in the Canadian case: 

... the interna1 perception of a mosaic has not generated corresponding 
theories of litenry hybridity to replace the nationalist approach. 
Canadian literature, perceived internally as a mosaic, remains generally 
monolithic in its assertion of Canadian difference %om the canonical 
British or the more recently threatening neo-colonialism of Amencan 
culture. Altematively, it has miven for outside recognition by retreating 
from the dynamics of difference into the neo-universalist intemationalist 
stance. Where its acute perception olcultunl complrxity might have 
generated a climate in w hic h cross-national and cross-cul turai 
comparative studies would be pnvileged, little work of this kind seems 
to have been done." 

While there exists enouçh subject matter to do cross-national studies, Canada, in its 

smiggle to be recognized universally, has had to appear unified, despite the Fact that its 

various cultures have made progress in regional literature. These texts, to use 

AshcroR's words, --containu the seeds of -community7 which, as they seminate and 

gow in the mind of the reader, crack asunder the apparently inescapable dialectic of 

h i ~ t o ~ " ' ~  By dslving into Canada's complexities, a new historical approach to 

Canada, somewhat in line with Cairns' focus on the realities of federalism, emerges. 

Once the theories begin to concentrate on Canada as an entitv, new ideas take 

shape. In Northrop Frye's The Bush Garden: Essays on the Canadian Imaeination, the 

concept ofregion is immediately injected into a discussion of Canadian identity: %e 

question of Canadian identity, so far as it affects the creative imagination, is not a 

Canadian' question at d, but a regional question.' He uses examples from al1 areas 

of Canada, but we will focus on the prairie: "what cm there be in common between an 

T I  - Biii Xshcroft, et al., The Ern~ire Wntes Back: Theorv and Practïce in Post-Colonial Literatures 
(Londonr Routledge. 1989). p. 36. 
' 6  Ibid, p. 35. 



imagination nurtured on the prairies, where it is a centre of consciotisness diffusing 

itsel f over a vast flat expanse stretching to the remote horizon, and one nurtured in 

British Columbia, where it is in the midst of gigantic trees and mountains leaping into 

the sky al1 around it, and obliterating the horizon e~er~where?"" These assertions stem 

fiom Frye's belief that "[ildentity is local and regional, rooted in the imagination and in 

works of culture; unity is national in reference, international in perspective and rooted 

in a political feeling"" Hence, it could be argued that there is no national literature; 

only IJpper canadian'" literature, northern Quebec litenture, maritime litenture, or 

Pruirre lireru[ ure. 

Northrop Frye falls short, however, of carrying his theoiy through to its logicai 

conclusion. As Barry Cooper points out, Frye eventually surnmarizes Canadian 

literature undcr the umbrella of the 'çarrison mentality'. Therefore, Cooper argues, 

Trye made a usehl distinction between unity and identity, which he then surrendered 

with his evocation ofa national identity expressed in a national literature that makes 

articulate the gamson menta~ity.'"~ By applyuig post-colonialist theory to Cooper's 

work we can see that he is taking the Canadian tradition and using that dialectic to 

create his own Western Canadian literary theory: "A sense of identi ty... is imaginative 

and is expressed in literature. Accordingly, Western regional identity, to the extent that 

it is distinct corn Tanadian' identity, refen to distinct experiences expressed by way 

" Northrop Frye, The Bush Garden: Esws on the Canadian IMnat ion  (Toronto: House of hansi 
Press Ltd., I97 I ), p. i-ii- 
" Ibid.. p. II 
23 in Dennis DutQ's Gardens. Covenants. Edes: Lovalism in the Literanire of U~oer Canada, he dehes 
"Canada" as a symbol of identity centered in the Loyalist heartland of upper Canada It is distinct h m  
even the Loyalist maritimes. and is the true representation of the ' g k n '  mentaiity (Eom Cooper. 
-Western Political Consc5ousnes-, p. 3 1 5.)  



of distinct symbols and themes."" The distinct symbols and themes which bind the 

prairie experience are monly related to landscape3', as well as shared experiences such 

as (most obviously) the Depression. 

From the extremely general ized theoretical domai n of pst-rnodemisrn, there 

again arises a specifically Canadian theory which supports the concept of region. The 

deconsmictionist tradition of pst-modemism created a specifically Canadian set of 

redefinitions. Rather than Northrop Frye's attempt to define a Canadian identity, pst- 

modemists consider Canada to be a '~histoiy...oFdetining itself açainst centres.v33 In 

other words, they acknowledge "Canada" as a compilation of regîons. Linda Hutcheon 

explains the effect of pst-modernism on Canadian Iiterature: 

The postmodem ... has tmsiated the existing Canadian emphasis on 
regionalism in literature, for example, into a concem for the different, 
the local, the particular-in opposition to the uniform, the universal, the 
centralized. The emphasis is the same, but the terms of reference and 
context have changed. Northrop Frye, Robert Kroetsch, and many 
others have addressed the importance of both Canadian cultural 
disparity and local tradition. The partîcular and the occasional have 
always been important to Canadian literature's regionalkt focus. 
... Canadian novelists have refigmed the reuitst regiond into the 
postmodern citfjcerent: the West of Aritha Van Herk; the Maritimes of 
David Adams Richards; the West coast of Jack Hodgins; the southem 
Ontario of Matt  ohe en." 

In other words, pst-modernism enhances and encourages regionalisrn as a redefinition 

of the centre, of 'Canada' as a whole. 

30 Cooper, "Western Political Coucioumess" in Political'lhouprht Stephen Brooks, ed. 
(Toronto: Invin hbiishing inc., 1984), p. 215. 
31 Ibid., p. 218-219. 
" An Unportant reference to prairie man and landscape can be fotmd in Laurence Ricou. Vertid 
Man/Horizontal Woddr Man and Landscape in Canadian Praù.ie Fiction Tbis will be discussed at length 
in a later paper. 
a Linda Hutcheon, The Canadian Post-Modern: A Snidy of Contem~oraqr Enofish-Canadian Ficrion 
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, I988), p. 4- 
34 Ibid., p. 19 



Cntics of Canadian l i tenv cnticism also follow a pst-modern approach. 

Frank Davey, author of Post-National Armiments: the Politics of the Anelophone- 

Canadian Novel Since 1967 (a perfect example of a pst-modem approach to Canadian 

literature), attacks the so-called "thematic" approach to l i tenry criticism in Canada. 

He addresses the subject from the position of 

the writer for whom words constnicted nther than 'cxpressed? meaning, 
of a British Columbian who  va excluded fiom a Canada detlned as 
Ontario, whose politics contained a deep suspicion of centnlizing 
political theones that confer privilege narrowly and who sought to open 
cultual structures that could accommodate and recognize numerous 
cornpeting inter est^.'^ 

In Surviving the Paraphrase: Eleven Essavs on Canadian Literature, Davey challenges 

the thernatic approaches of such critics as Northrop Frye and Marsaret Atwood arguing 

that they "seldom have enough confidence in the work of Canadian w-riters to do what 

the criticism of other national litexanires has done: explain and illuminate the work on 

its own terms, without recourse to any cultural rationalizations or apo~oejes."'~ He 

insists that critics should ggassumeU, rather than argues, a national identity's existence 

and national literature's sig~ificance."~ This allows the critic to tocus on not only 

explicit meaning in the work but also on --whatever content is implicit in its structure, 

language or imagery,'"%e concludes with sevenl suggestions to replace traditional 

thematic criticisrn. 

35 Frank Davey, Reading Canadian Radine: Essavs bv Frank Davq (Winnipeg: Tumone Press. 1988). 
p. 4. 
36 Davey, Survivins the Para~tirase: Eleven E s s a ~ s  on Canadian Literature (Wii-peg: Turnstone Press, 
1983). p. 1. 
37 Ibid, p. 7. Davey suggests. in Readino Canadian Readin~ that the 'national ide*' which most 
thematic critics are m g  to express is -a urntary view of Canada in whkh Ontario became priviIeged as 
normal 'Canadian euperience'," denying the exhence of regional identities or any mering views than that 
of central Canada 
3s ibid., p. 5- 



One category oFcnticism which Davey recommends, which is essential to the 

study at hand, is what he calls "phenomenological criticisrn". An example of the 

phenornenological approach is the study of regional consciousness in Canadian writing, 

since Davey argues that 

A t  is no? unfair to say that the bulk of Canadian litenture is regional 
before it is national-despite whatever daims Ontario or Toronto writers 
may make to represent a national vision. The regional consciousness 
rnay be characterized by specitic attitudes to language and fom, by 
specific kinds of irnagery, or by language and imaçery that in some ways 
correlate wit h the çeogmphic features of the region." 

Here, tentatively, we have the cmx of a study on idenrity in Saskatchewan and Albew. 

For several reasons implicit in  the theory already discussed, this study mua be 

considered only 'tentatively? phenomrnological in approach. [t would likely be both 

applauded and condemned by the pst-modems, particularly Fnnk Davey, for while the 

study departs frorn the tradition of national thematic iiterature by studying regional 

elrments of iiterature. it is in effect a thematic nudy at a different level. However, the 

study is not exactly crying to ".explain' a work by its sources4' Rather, it is trying to 

eqdain the source by the works. In some ways. the sociological approach which Davey 

attacks is necessary to this endeavour. it cannot be denied that the zoal is to find 

societal and political values in the literature. One important difference in this study, 

howvever, which would irnprove its legitimacy in Davey's eyes, is the fact that this is 

not a literary analysis, but a political one. Nevertheless, one irnponant lesson mut  be 

learned frorn Davey, reçardless of whether the analysis is literary or political: implicit 

- - 

39 ibid.. p. IO. 
40 Ibid-. p. 6.  Davey quotes Gaston Bachelard as sayutg that "'to explain a work by its sources is 
tantamount to expIaEning -the fl ower by the ferdizef-. 



meaning is essential to the analysis, and can be discovered in form, image-, and 

content Such wisdorn will shape al1 subsequent analysis. 

V. Before We Go An y Further... 

There appears, so far, to be growing support for a literaiy discussion of political 

identity in Saskatchewan and Albena. There are, however, those critics who do not 

support such an undertaking. While Frank Davey expresses opposition to thematic 

studies of literature, Eli Mandel specifically anacks any effort to derive Western 

identity fiom literature. He supports Davey's criticisms by arguing that "the literature 

of Western Canada has its own coherence, not in relation to place, society or hiaory, 

but in its own developing form~.'~' In other words, the texts in themselves have their 

own ment, without requirinç a sociological contem. He specifies his argument by 

Claims to the contrary notwithstanding, it seems to me eminently 
sensible to remain sceptical about what has been added to our 
knowledge of the Canadian West by discussions or litelary depictions of 
regional cultures. Like cultural nationalism, the fictional West 
contributes linle, if anything, to discussion in this countly of educational 
policy, constitutional arrangements. or political theory, and it proves 
nothing at al1 about the quality of provincial government or even prairie 
li fe.'" 

Not only does Mandel deny the existence of any sort of knowledge of a culture's 

identity by audying its Literature; he also argues that '-identity is fictional; it e?gsts only 

4 1 Eli MandeL "Romance and Realism in Western Canadian Fiction" in Mrie Permectives 2: Setected 
Papers of the Western Canadian Studies Conference. L 970. 1971, -4W. Rasponch and K C -  Klasse%eds. 
(Toronto: HoIt Rinehart and Winston ofCanada 1973)- p. 210. 
D 1bid.- p. 2 1 1 



in stories, in dreams, in fant~y."'~ [t seems logical to argue, then, that if it exists in 

stories, where else to look for it but in Fiction? Mandel remains 'scrptical' of this 

process: 

Not to be implicated in history, of course, implies an incredible 
intellectual hubris. But to clairn historical and social validity for the 
worlds of fiction rnay have even wider and more didurbing implications. 
What are the consequences of claiming a defining presence where there 
is none, an identity where (to use the tenn as George Grant uses it) there 
is only technique? And why, after all, should a wind-blown, dut-driven, 
rootless place, its people e a p r  for the limitless power of productivity, 
be proclaimed that world, favoured among al1 others, where a long Iost- 
if ever held-wholeness finally reveals it~elf'?"~ 

If Mandel is to be believed, then this project should be instantly abandoned. This will 

not happen for hvo reasons. Fim, Mandel's antithesis to the proposed thesis promises 

a healthy dialogue, fiom which the scholarly community may derive a synthesis that is 

assential to the audy of Western Canada. Second, Mandel is in the minority. Other 

critics, when they look closely at prairie literature, find an identity worth examining in 

that 'wind-blown, dust-driven, rootless place*. In the discussion of the myths and 

symbols in prairie literanire, a more definitive rneasure of prairie identity will be 

demonstrated. 

Mandel expresses another opposing theory which must be addressed. His 

approach to culture and iiterature is directly opposed to Cairns' theory of institutions 

shaping s o c i e -  Instead, the environment can be seen as a creation of literature. He 

states: "Ln brief, if there is a distinctive regionai prairie Iiterature, it would have to 

be---myttiici and (as by now you will suspect) I am prepared to argue that we do find 



our bea writers precisely in such a mythicized worldTA5 However, his arguments for 

this approach are considerably weaker than Edward McCourt's response that '-the 

nature of art is profoundly affected by7 and in part the product of, a communal mind 

and outlook which in their tum are shaped by many factors including race heritage, 

family and community conditioning, and the physical environment in which they 

fun~ t ion . '~~  If one were to include political institutions as part OF-comrnunity 

conditioning?, McCoun7s assertions would fit easily with Cairns'. 

Thus far, some general statements reçarding politics, literature and regionalism 

have been cntertained. The nen step is to examine the literature that focuses primarily 

on prairie and provincial literature. From such an inquiry, specific ~symbols and 

themes' essential to a methodology of prairie îdentity can be derived. 

VI. The Search for "Distinct Symbols and Themes", o r  The Paradox of Prairie 
iden tity 

Northrop Fqe has defined literature as '-conscious mythology: it creates an 

autonornous world that gives us an imaginative perspective on the actual one.'4' Are 

there myhs in literature which help to define a society? If  there are, do they help to 

explain the political culture or values of a society? What are the myths? Where are 

they created, and when? Do they begîn the second a new land is discovered, or do they 

lie domant untit there is a society on the land sophistkated enough to give them Iife? 

45 Eli Mandel, -1rnags of Prairie Man" in &Region of the Mind: Intemreting the Western Canadian 
Plains, Richard Aien, ed- ( R e g k  Canadian Plains Study Cerne. I973), p. 201. 
46 Edward McCourt, "hirie Literature and its Critics" in A- p. 16 1- 
" Northrop Frye, The Bush Garden: Essavs on the Canadian Irnaoinarion (Toronto: House of hans i  
Press Ltd., 1971). p. 235. 



These quenions need to be addressed if there is to be any insight into Alberta and 

Saskatchewan identities. 

Since it has earlier k e n  decided that implicit content must be studied in order 

to gain a complete awareness of prairie identity, we must develop a methodoloçy of 

*'distinct symbols and the me^.'^"" To do so, a continued reliance on theoiy is necessary. 

Generally, in the literature on prairie identity, a dichotomous list of characteristics 

exists. Many are derived fiom the landscape, as well as the incredibly e.xtreme 

conditions which prairie dwellers experience. What this audy will try to illuminate, 

then, is whether this dichotomy ofcharacterinics, the seeming paradox in prairie 

identity, is congruent wîth the political boundary dividing Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

Is the -'prairie" identity more unified when it is divided into the "Saskatchewan" 

identity and the "Alberta" identity? Is there a "conscious mytholog" which detines 

Saskatchewan away fiom Alberta and vrce versu? 

Henry Knesel said -AH discussion of the literature produced in the Canadian 

wea must of necessity begin with the impact of the landscape upon the mind?' 

Laurence Ricou turned that idea into a book. In Vertical ManiHorizontal Worfd: Man 

and Landscaoe in Canadian Prairie Fiction, he examines themes which he considen 

predominant in al1 prairie literature. He begins with the uni%ng aspects of prairie 

literature: *-Man on the prairie, as portrayed in Canadian fiction, is defined especially 

by two thinçs: exposure, and an awareness of the surroundinç emptiness. The basic 

image ofa  single human figure amidst the vast flatness of the  landscape serves to uni@ 

48 Barry Cooper. -Western Political Consciousness" in Politicai Thoueht in Canad* Stephen Brooks. ed. 
(Toronto: invin Publisfrins~ Inc.. 198.1). p. 219. 



and descnbe Canadian prairie fiction."jQ His idea is also backed by Northrop Frye, 

who has said, more sweepingiy, 'There would be nothing distinctive in Canadian 

culture at al1 if there were not some feeling for the immense searchinç distance. wvith 

the lines of communication extended to the absolute limit, which is a primary 

geographical fact about Canada and has no real counterpart elsewhere."" The 

conclusion, then, is more broadly unifying than prairie litenture: Ricou asks, "How 

thoroughly, and in what fashion ... did this vas4 level Iandscape enter into the 

psychoio~y and the litenture of our prairie west? This is the resional fom ofa 

question legitimately asked of al1 Canadian literature.'"' These statements and the 

final question place the effect of landscape on prairie imagination and identity in the 

broader spectmm of a national mythj3. However, a closer look at the actual cffects of 

the landscape on prairie man reveals the paradox. 

The t in t  contradiction in the prairie identity is echoed by sevenl prairie 

theorists. Ricou States that T h e  myth of the land is imaginatively vatid. by virtue of its 

being shared often almoa intuitively, by a people wing  to express their sense of 

themselves in time and place. The reflection of the collective consciousness, or 

subconsciousness, in the repeated references to the land in prairie fiction is constant, 

-- - - - - 

49 Henry Kriesel, -The Prairie: A State of hrIindw in Transactions of the Royal Societv of Canada VoIume 
Q Sefies IV (June 1968). p. 173. 
'O Laurence Ricou. Vertical Man/Horizontal World: Man and Landscape in Canadian Prairie Fiction 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press. 1973), p. Lx. 
2 1 Frye. p. IO. 
'' Ricou. LI, 2. 

The u&ersal nature ofthis phenornenon is m e r  explallied in a disclaïmer or apolog of sorts h m  
Ricou p. xi: bviousIy, settins in itseK does not fkdamentdy alter the theme of fiction Man's 
consideration o f  his own nature in the universe and his formulation of a personal philosophy to deai with 
the emptiness-emotional culniral, imeffectual-that Ts so much a part of his worid is. of course. a 
universal theme. What is noteworthy about Canadian prairie fiction is that the imagination so ofken starts 
~ i t h  the same basic image to expIore these questions. The Iandscape. and man's relation to it, is the 



and convincingWSJ However, Ricou also observes that 'Vertical man in a horizontal 

world is necessarily a solitary figure: the fiction of the Canadian prairies is the record 

of man conqueing his geographical solitude, and, by e.aension, his other solitudes, not 

so much physically as through imaginative ~nderstandin~.' '~~ Thus, we have the initial 

paradox: the contl k t  between man as a solitary figure against the land, and as pan of a 

collective consciousness. 

Ricou is not the only theorist to outline this inconguiluiry. The concept of a 

'collective consciousness' is picked up by Henry Kriesei as weli, with political 

consequences: 

... a masure  of egocentricity, though more often found in a less virulent 
form, is perhaps necessary if the huge task of tamin!: a continent is to be 
successfully accomplished. At the same time the necessity of s u ~ v a l  
dictates cooperative undertaking. So it is not surprising that the prairie 
has produced the rnost riçht-wing as well as the rnost le%-wing 
provincial govemrnents in canada.'' 

The cornparisons do not end here. There exists in the limited critical works on prairie 

litenture a tangled web ofsimilarities and overlapping agreements. 

When faced with the ~ h e e r  physical fact of the prairie", two more opposing 

images are evident: -'Man, the giant conqueror, and man, the insignificant dwarf 

always threatened by defeattS5' Edward McCourt's version of this image depict the 

Saskatchewan prairie as a world which -'persuades [man] to accept his own cun-ous 

duali-that he is at once nothing and everything, at once the dust ofthe earth and the 

- 

concrete situation with which the prairie arüst initiates his reneation of the human tqenence. Even 
those wrïters who do not use this image explicitly can be seen to be utilking it tangentiaiiy." 
'4 tbid.. p. 5. 
'' Cbid. 
56 ffi-esel, p. 177. 
" KneseL p. In. 



God that made it."j%e resuit of this polarity encourages McCourt to assert, "It is 

also a matter of cornmon observation that the man who survives the prairie weather for 

any length of time is likely to develop, in addition to chronic irritability, an alarming 

mesure of self-confidence. By the very fact of survivinç he has proved hirnself a man 

fit to whip his weiçht in wildcat~."~' MCCOUR, while primarily focused on 

Saskatchewan, has political observations which also substantiate Kreisel's observations 

about the ndicalism on the prairies: 

The typical westerner, whatever his racial origin or the social status of 
his Forebean, is a man toughened by climate, inside and out. to the 
texture of old cowhide. He is proud of hiç strençth, confident of his 
cunninç, and drunk on the air al1 the year round. 1s it conceivable that 
such a man will be content to tag dong meekly in the wake of a 
traditional politicai machine controlled from afar? In good years he will 
tolerate the machine's existence, make no overt move to throw a 
monkey-wrench into the works. But let the chi11 whds of winter blow 
just a linle colder. let the sun scorch the eanh a linlc browner, and the 
heavens are filled with denunciations. the meeting-houses with trigger- 
happy Jacqueries, and a new political Party is bom. Grass-roots 
rnovements always flourish when the gras stops growing." 

The land does not stop at egos or politics when asecting the growth and myth-making 

of a society. It moves into societyos p n e n l  philosophy of existence. 

Optimism on the prairies is again paradoxical. Ricou notes that the open spaces 

allow for a sense of freedom and lirnitless possibility. He quotes Joseph Addison: 

'The mind of man naturally hates every thing that Iooks like a restraint 
upon it, and is apt to fancy itself under a son of confinement, when the 
sight is pent up in a narrow compass and shortened on every side by the 
neighbourhood of waIIs or mountains. On the contrary, a spacious 
horizon is an image of liberty, where the eye has room to range abroad, 
to expatiate at large on the immensity of its views."' 

58 Edward McCourt Saskatchewan (Toronto: MacmiUan of Canada 1968), p. 974. 
59 -McCourt p. 9. 
rio Ibid., p. 10-1 1. 
6 1 Rico y pp. 6-7 - 



The dificulty with this apparent freedom within endless space is that "Such freedom as 

is represented in this rnanner is, of course, quiie illusory. The absence of other men, 

and of laws and social custorn, is a temporary state, lasting only as long as it takrs to 

settle a district. But in prairie fiction the sense of freedom usually penists to be 

countered more çnongly by the dictatçs of the land itself '"' The space itself is more 

contining to the spirit and the imagination than walls or mountains. 

The "imprisoned spirit" trapped in endless space is a theme which Henry 

Kriesel also notes. He links it to "prairie puritanism", "one result of the conquest of the 

land, pan of the pnce exacted frorn the ~on~ues t . ' ~ '  Thus, the paradox is Iinked with 

religion as well, and there exists again cornpeting characteristics of religion on the 

prairies. Ricou mentions fundarnentalism as a natural outgowth of prairie socie-. 

while Edward McCourt notes that in Saskatchewan the Depression created another 

kind of faith: "No one could s u ~ v e  ninr yean of hell without courage. Nor without 

faith-not in a benevolent god but in one's own capacity to endure.'"' Again, McCoun 

mixes these characteristics with politics: 

Saskatchewan teems with...[ m]en who, lapped in an enervating CIO& of 
eastem smog or rendered soft and pliable by the eternal West Coast min, 
would pass through life in rneek unquesti-oning obedience tu those 
placed in authority over hem, develop, afler a btief spell of prairie 
living, affinities wïth the Mau Mau or the 1.R.A- Scorched by sun and 
battered by wïnd three months of the year and coafined in a deep freeze 
for s ix the prairie dweller is soon afflicted by a End of nervous 
im-tability which impels hirn to £lail out in al1 directions. Being, as a 
rule, a religious man-intimate associations with nature at its moa 
awesome inclines to make him so-he hesitates to blame the Alrnighty 



for his miseries. The next authority-human, fallible, vulnerable-is the 
government. And something, by God, has got to be done about it!* 

McCourt is not the only critic to note the paradoxically religious nature of people on 

the prairies; David Carpenter does the same. However, there is much more to 

Carpenter's research which is fundamental to this study. 

"Alberta in Fiction" is the only specific cornparison of Saskatchewan and 

Alberta literature to date. David Carpenter uses tiction "to dernonstrate that a 

provincial consciousness anno unces its o wn individuality t hrough the voices of its 

artistsa7 Using the concept of myth-making, Carpenter argues that -*a provincial myth 

is rmeging in Alberta" which can be contrasted with the provincial myth in 

~askatchewan." In brief, his definition of the myths prevalent in Alberta and 

Saskatchewan are the .-Promised Land and a --survival mythology" respectively ."' 

'-Survival is a key word in Saskatchewan fiction. In Albe~a it is escape, or romance, or 

prosperity: nothing so pragmatic as ~ u ~ v a l . ' " ~  Alberta, on the other hand, has 

rnanaged to denote the 'promised land' in apocalyptic or fundarnentalist terms, to fit its 

societal realities." Carpenter summarizes: 

A t  should be emphasized that some (perhaps even ail) provincial 
kingdoms announce themselves in authentic regional utterances. 
Saskatchewan voices speak about grim realities with an admirable 
acceptance and toughness not characteristic of their neighbours to the 
west Their lives have been framed by lirnited expectations. They nrely 
preach any more, and when they do, it is the pragmatic religion of co- 
operation Alberta voices still speak of romantic nonreaiities and geat 

e7 David Carpenter. *.Iberta in fiaion: the emergence of  a provincial consciousness." Journal of 
Canadian Studies 10, No. 4 (November 1975), p. 12 
bR rbîd 
69 fiid., p. 13. 
70 ibid., p. 20. 
" &id-. p. 22. 



expectations haunted by the conflict between natural and civilized 
values which inevitably anses in a region which elicits hvo incompatible 
dreams: espousai of the rural or wildemess vimies (as often 
charnpioned by fundamentalist leaders); and the progressive ambition to 
build an urbanized, prosperous provincial kingdom." 

For the first time, the fundamental differences of Saskatchewan and Alberta have been 

outlined. The use of such words as "pragrnatic", "fundamentalist??, and the measures of 

the provinces' respective expectations can ail be related back to the forms of 

govemment in each province. However, Carpenter does not examine wh-v the 

di fferences exist. 

Carpenter mentions that "no natural bamer divides Alberta from the North, 

from the U.S.A., or from Saskatchewan, and thus it is less likely that a region can corne 

into existence because of arbitnry straight lines on a map."'"et he insists that 

Albertans have a provincial identity. Here again, Alan Cairns' theory rean its head. 

m e  'arbitrary straight Iines on a map' denote more than simple lines; they are poiificu~ 

bounduies which create different political institutions. Thus, distinçuishing between 

'prairie' identity and 'provincial' identity must involve a study of the effects that those 

political boundarirs have had on the shaping of the provinces. That single boundary 

has created hvo different societies, despite similarities in landscape, economics and 

VH. Application 

So far, paradoxes regarding prairie identity in general have been propounded- 

The question to address now is, how does thk explain Saskatchewan and Alberta 



identities? I would like to sugpst that many of these paradoxes already mentioned 

may divide between the two provinces. By reinstituting the politicai boundary between 

Saskatchewan and Alberta ont0 the "prairies", and by assuming that the boundary 

indicates some difference in identitv. we may discover that the contradictions caused 

by the effect of the landscape on prairie identity are actually contradictions between 

Saskatchewan and Alberta The questions to be asked, then, when analyzing prairie 

literature, is if one element of my of the paradoxes is evident, while the other is not. If 

there is any congruence in characteristics in Saskatchewan literature or Alberta 

literature, then -prairie7 literature will have been separated into Saskatchewan and 

Alberta litenture. If the congruence crosses political boundaries, then "prairie" 

litenture will have proved its right to definition. 

From the theorists which have been studied a hypothetical division of 

characteristics into Saskatchewanian and Albertan can br attempted. Out of the 

dichotomies listed above, Saskatchewan identity is more likely to expound cooperation 

over the solitary fi~ure: its egotism is Linked to the very tàct of sunival' rather than 

limitless opportunities: the 'wide-open spaces' are more confininç than liberatïng, and 

do not evoke optimism7'. Politics, in general, are closer to the surface of the 

Saskatchewan identity than the Alberta identity. In tuni, Albertan identity is more 

likely to express the solitary figure, and to link it to hope as part of its reliance on 

fundamentalism, which focuses on the individual. Alberta3 egotisrn cornes £tom the 

belief in Iimitiess opportunities, the belief in -the promised land'. Politicization is 



more subdued, since it is not as vital to survival as it has been in Saskatchewan. WG 

have now reached the point where these generalizations need to be factually 

substantiated. For that, a methodology will be useful. 

VIII. Summary 

To sumrnarize then, we must recount the traits in prairie literanire for which we 

are looking. By compiling a list of questions whic h include those traits, a concrete 

methodology will be created. First, are there any expl icit references to politics or 

political values and beliefs? Are there any explicit references to landscape and its 

sociological, psychological, or political effects? 1s there any imagery depicting 

'solitary man' or the cooperative spirit? An egocentnsm basd on swival or on the 

perception of opportunity? A derivation from the open spaces a Feelin~ of fieedom or 

of confinement? A puritan approach to society or the literature based on 

fundamentalism and apocalyptic visions or on faith in e n d m c e  and cooperation? Are 

those characteristics unique to either Saskatchewan or Alberta literature? If so, the 

hypothesis wi1l have passed a test of legitimacy, and Saskatchewan and Alberta 

identities will have been more clearly defined. 

Conclusions 

Saskatchewan and Alberta, possibly more than any other provinces in Canada, 

have been shaped politically. Their differences were ultimately indistinguishablr until 

7-1 Edward McCourt notes this characteristic as weii. The Saskatchewan man "tends to take a Iess 
optimistic view of Iife than do his neighbours, part*cuIarIy those who Iive in Alberta" (The Canadian West 
In  fiction,^. 8) 



1905 when the 'arbitrary strai@t lines on a map' divided and created them. It is 

therefore clear that any study of their provincial identities and cultures rnust in sorne 

way be related to their political realities. Whether regional imagination and mythology 

influences institutions or institutions influence regional imagination and mytholoby, 

they cannot be separated? In the case of Saskatchewan and Alberta, the latter is most 

likely to be the case. Thus, the inclusion of both Iiterary and political theory, and the 

discussion of political identity through provincial prose, promises to expand the body 

of knowledge of provincial societies. 

" in direct opposition to Mandel's arguments in 'Romance and ReaGsm7. 



Cha pter Th ree 
A Cornparison of Early Works 

1. Introduction 

Before approaching the three contemporary authon in this study, a look at an 

early text from each province will provide a methodoloçical testing gound. Each text 

can be considered one of the first major works published by prairie witers from 

Saskaichewan and Alberta; each suggests the genesis of a provinciai litenry tradition'. 

Thus, usinç them as a backdrop for more ment works will prove to have two 

advantages: first, it is encouraging, since their slightly more rudimentary styles allow a 

clear view of themes which fit the proposed methodology; and second, it is 

enlightening, since they place Mitchell, Vanderhaeghe and van Herk in the context of a 

regional, if not provincial, litenry history. Robert Stead's Grain From Saskatchewan 

and Howard O'Hagan's Tav John from Alberta offer insight into both the regional and 

provincial cultures of pre-Depression literature on the prairies. While both novels 

relate the smiggle of man against nature in a new and haah land, their overlying 

themes cm be consmied as representations of provincial culture. More subtle 

variations in their portraya1 of landscape and in religious overtones also fit the 

provincial traits which have been discwed. 

' in his Mernord to Tav J o h ~  Mi-chael Ondaatje asserts the opinion that O'Hagan's text -was one o f  the 
tira novels to chart important motifs that have become cruciai to the work of later western writers like 
Robert Kroetsch and Rudy Wie be-* Howard OTHagan. Tav JO hn (Toronto: McC~eIland and Stewart, 
1989), p. 265; G d d  Friesen writes of Stead: ". ..in Grain, Stead moved beyond both the romantic 
fonnuIae and the rhetoricai cenainty of Coanor and confiontecf the ambiguities in man's retationships 
with his environment and his society; in place ofthe idytlic pastoral, he uied to create a senuine pastoral 
rnyth. In the process he aided in the creation of a new west-" The new West, Friesen asserts, is the 
tradition in which W.O. Mtcheii, Fredenck Philip Grove, and Martha Ostenso wrote. ( W d  Fnesen, 
Three Generations of Fictionr An introduction to Prairie CuIrurai Hlstoiy" in Eastern and Western 
Perspectives: Paum fiom the Joint Atlantic CaRadajWestern Canadian Studies Conference, David Jay 
Bercuson and Phillip il Bucknert eds. (Toronto: University ofToronto Press 198 1)- pp. 187-189. 



fl. Solitary Man on the Prairies and in the Foothills 

The phrases which best define Grain and Tay John are llimited expectations" 

and gglimitless possibility" respectively. While the general themes offer an obvious 

example, thrre are specific references available within each text to support this. The 

main character in Grain is a fam boy who expects nothing from life except to derive a 

living from the earth. He attends school only as long as he is forced, and is content 

only when he is working on his father7s farm. He is irrevocably tied to the iandscape: 

On afiemoons when he was not needed about the farm he went skating on 
the lake, his thin figure a pathetic suggestion of loneliness, thinner than 
ever in its contrast with the great expanse of ice and hills sprinliled white 
with snow and hoar frost which shouldered up from the lake to the 
prairies beyond. Yet Gander was not lonely; never in al1 his days on the 
f a n  and the prairie did Gander know the pang of loneliness. This was 
his native environment: he was no more lonely on this prairie than is the 
coyote or the badger.' 

Already Laurence Ricou's description of the 3olitary man" is evident Gander's 

solitude is not only represented in imagery; while there is a love interest, Gander does 

not succeed in winning her. After his pnde prevents them fiom manying, he is content 

to help her and her sick husband to keep their F m .  Unredistic drrams or expectations 

were never to be found in Gander. --The spiritualisrn of childhood, never strong in 

Gander, had been obliterated in the stark realism of life as he now saw it through eyes 

that he believed to be mature." In the end, instead ofcomprornisinç his honour by 

gening involved with a mm-ed woman, he moves to the city to make his living as a 

mechanic. Again, he is alone. 

- -  --- - - -- 

Robert Stead, Grain (New York: George K D o m  Company. 1926), p. M. Such imagery is 
rerniniscent of Laurence Ricou's examples in Vertical Man/Horizontal Worid 
3 lbid, p. 8 3  



Howard O' Hagan takes an entirely différent approach to the era and the area in 

which he wrote. Tay John is set in the foothills and rnountains of northem Alberta in 

the late 1800s. It centers on "Tay John", a half-breed with blond hair (nicknamed "Tete 

Jaune", or Yellowhead) who is prophesied to become a great leader to the Shuswap 

people. Fathered by a mountain man who, after a vision, believed it was his fate to 

convert the Indians to his fundamentalkt interpretation of Christianity, and rnagically 

borne out ofhis mother's gave, Tay John is a sort of Peace River Superman, meant to 

lead his people to the promised land. At the same tirne, his people are competinç with 

settlement and a railroad being built in the area-the settlers also seek a promised land. 

While Tay John has sirnilar characteristics to Gander, he is portrayed much more 

romantically: 

Still there was sornething, it is hard to say, something of the abstract 
about him-as though he were a symbol ofsome sort or other. He 
seemed to stand for something He stood there with his feet planted apart 
on the gound, as though he owned it, as though he gnsped it with them. 
When he moved I would not have been surprised to have seen clumps of 
earth adhere to the soles of? his moccasins and the long shadows of his 
muscles across his body-they weren't mength in the usual sense of 
being able to lift weights and that kind of thing. They represented 
strength in the abstract. Endurance, solitude-qualities men search For. 
It was in his face, too, long and k e n  as though shaped by the wind ... 4 

Soiitude is again an overt reference. However, a difference remains. Tay John's 

solitude is pure; he is never a part of anything but hirnself and the earth Gander's 

solitude, on the other han4 is overshadowed by a cosperative ethic. There is direct 

political reference to the pli@ of the f m e n  when dealing singly with grain buyen5, 

Howard O'Ha~aq Tay John (Toronto: McClelland & Stewarr, 1989). p. 83. 
Gsndeis hmation when trying to sel1 his grain aiggests his awmness of the need For c w p d v e  

enterprise: "The three buyers Iaui$ed as though Gander had perpetrared a geat joke. But Gander wasn't 
lau-&hg. H i s  gorge was boiling within him- He had the b e r ' s  deep-rooted sense of injustice over the 
tàct that whenever he bu@ he had to pay the seller's price, but whenever he soici, the buyer dictated the 
figure- fi gorge bded noue the cooIer for the hefpIessness of his position* (Stead, 159) 



as well as an implicit awareness throughout the text of the needs of and the need for 

others'. 

III. Landscape: Conqueror o r  Conquered? 

So Far, it seems that there are broad sirnilarities in the texts, but when one looks 

more closely, subtle differcnces emerge. This is also the case in 07Hagan's and Stead7s 

landscape imagery- While both te.- portray man as stniggling against the landscape 

and the eiements, they do so with different agendas. During a storm, Gander stands 

against nature, but he  does so not as a cornpetitor, but with aubbom wiil, despite 

knowing that he is bound to fail: 

The girl and the boy drew up again together, and Gander's jaw was grim 
and set. Thrre was something fearful and majestk about him as he gazed 
defiantly at the empty sky; defiantly, perhaps, at God. 

The girl watched him for a moment as he sat launching his  soul 
against the inevitable. She, too, was rooted in the soil, and knew 
sornething of the mockinç tnçedy of min that threatens but does not 
corne. It was as though the heavens flirted with the earth, arousing her 
hope and passion, only to draw away in coid and beautifui disdain? 

Gander accepts, with hstration, that he is no match for Nature; for O'Hagan and his 

characten, however, it is a cornpetition, and man mus conquer. After Tay John wïns a 

wrestlinç match with a gïzziy bear, O' Hagan's narrator crows: 

Like birth itself it was a stniggle against the powers of darkness, and Man 
had won. Like birth, too, it was a cry and a protest-his lips parted as 
though a cxy, unheard by me, cam fiom them. Death, now that is 
silence-an acceptance-but across this creek fiom me was life again. 
Man had won against the wildemess, the unknown, the strength that is 
not so much beyond our strength as it is capable of a fury and single 
passion beyond our understanding He had won We had won."8 

Despite his u~equited feeling for JO Burge Gander does  not shirk his duty to help her husband keep 
his farm, and to provide a place for hirn to recover fiom niberculosis- f pp. 26 1-28 1) - 
' Stead, p. 98. 
%~'agaa p. 88. 



Gander considers niccess weathering a storm; Tay John wants to win. Gander's goal is 

to s d e ;  Tay JO hn's is to conqurr. The men in O' Hagan's novel are "ready to do war 

against the mountains.'" 

While diffierences beîween the texts are evident, thay are not absolute. O'Hagan 

takes a rnuch more agressive approach to the landsape than does Stead: however, he 

does admit an awareness of Nature's power and infinity compared to Man's weakness 

and mortal ity: 

Stort-ns might come, but they would pass away. Winter would come, but 
it would bnng its spring. Men would die, but children would come after 
them, lifting up white Faces to the light. Man's voice, sustained by its 
own echoes, rolled on in murmurs, in shouts, in laughter, in weeping, in 
exhortation and prayer, in whisjxa, hoping somehow to be heard, 
pausing now for an answer-rising açain to drown dismay when no 
answer came, drifiing across the vasts he walked. Man was alone. The 
future was the blind across his -es. He held han& before him, to feel. 
He listened to the seconds, tickinç, measuring his rnonality, thein the 
only sound in al1 eternity where suns Ramed and stars wheeled and 
constellations fell apart l0 

Clearly, O' Hagm recognizes that while man cm conquer nature, his ephemerality 

renden Nature the final victor. Despite Tay John's conquering of the grizzly bear, he is 

rventually swallowed by the earth that spawned him! ' There is, then, to a limited 

extent, a son of cornraderie in the reiationship between man and nature as portrayed in 

Grain and Tav John 

9 Ibid., p. 9 1. 
10 Cbid., p. 233 
I I  This happens both fiçurativeiy and literally: "Blackie stared at the tracks in front of him, very faint 
now, a sIight trou@ in the snow, no more. Aiways deeper and deeper into the mow. He turned back 
then ïhere was nothing more he couid do. He had the feeiine, he said, looking down at the tracks, that 
Tay John hadn't gone over the poss at aü- He had just walked down. the toboggan behind him, under the 
snow and into the ground," (p. 263-264) 



IV. A Divergence of Religious Traditions 

There is no cornparison in Grain to Tav John's exaltation of the Promisrd Land. 

That, in itself, is sipificant. 07Hagan's entire iext is focused on new land, new 

country, finding out what is over the next hill, while Stead fails to suggest that there is 

anything beyond the home section except a job in the 'big city', to which Gander turns 

with reluctance. Under the auspices of .we of the West', O'Hagan asserts: 

. . . we cry, we of the West, we Westerners, we who have corne here to sit 
below the mountainsfor your Westerner is not only the man bom here, 
blind, unknowing dropped by his mother upon the ground, but also one 
who came with his eyes open, passing other lands upon the way-Give 
us new earth, we cry; new places, that we may see our shadows shaped 
in forms that man has never seen before. Let us travel on so quickly, let 
us go so far that our shadows, like ounelves, grow lran with Our 
joumeys. Let to-morrow become yesterday, now, this instant, while we 
speak. Let us go on so quickly that we see the future as the pst. Let us 
look into the new land, beyond the wall that fronts our eyes, over the 
pass, beyond the source of the river. Let us look into the country beyond 
the mountains. " 

David Carpenter himself could not ask for a better example of his assertion that Alberta 

fiction contains images of the Promised Land. Despite the fact that O'Hagan uses a 

blanket terni Tor those seeking 'the countiy beyond the rnountains', Stead's lack of any 

such irnagery in his Saskatchewan noveI suggests that the --West" begins at the 

Saskatc hewan/Alberta border. 

The West', it has dready been mentioned is aiso divided on religious ground- 

Grain and Tav John portray very different religious interpretations that correspond to 

the theories propounded regarding Saskatchewanian puntanism and Albertan 

tùndament;ilimi. Gandeis farnily is not parhcularly religious: they have, however, 

rnaintaïned puritanistic mords: 



There had k e n  no great show of religious ieaching among the Stakes; 
yet religion, and with it a code of strict moral ethics, was the unwritten 
background of their existence. Just as they hid their sentiment h m  each 
other, and held it a weakness to show any sign of farnily affection, so also 
they concealed their religious life, still and deep, behind a mask of 
matter-of-factness. Yet they knew good from evil, and no Stake had ever 
called evil good. l 3  

When this statement is combined with the aforementioned focus on endurance and 

Iimited expectations, Stead's novel represents an atrnost perfectly stereotypical example 

of the prairie puritanism that Carpenter suggests is typical of Saskatchewan. Tav John 

~ ~ o w s  out of another tradition. 

O'Hagan begins his t e s  with Red Rorty, a gold miner, being converted to 

fundarnentalist Christiani-ty. He is then told to go back to the mountains to preach the 

Word. '" From that moment on in the text, it seems that evey event had apocalypiic 

ovenones: Red Rorty is bumed at the stake by the Indians that he tries to convert; the 

Indians, at the same time, are awaiting the Fulfilrnent of a vision, a man with yellow 

hair who will lead them to better hunting grounds; meanwhile, -*men of vision"" are 

building a railroad to the West, to the Promised Land; and Father Rorty, Red Rorty's 

brotheq dies tied to a cross on top of a rnountain, struggling for "victory over 

temptation". where >al vation lies'!' The Indians, as well as the European men, are 

13 Stead, p. 75. Another example is: -.--Gander, whatever his faults, was a beIiever in the tnith. 
Generations of Puritan ancestry had woven a fibre imo his charmer that held taut on most of the 
fûndamentals." (p. 21 0) 
14 OTHagan, p. 15-17: %ou& the eady summer he read the Bible till he knew it well, and couid stand 
with the Book closed and raite chapters to the trees. Of ail the words that he read he was most 
impressed by those that tofd of Sad of Tarsus, afterwards calIed Paul, who had Ieft one path of life for 
another, who went out imo the worid, among m g e  people, and preached The Way, and became a great 
man w hose words were rernernbered.u( 1 7- 18) 
IJ O'Hagan. p. 225: 'Men of vision have made this country of the west Oniy men of vis io~  of visïoa 
mind you, cari see that what is aiready done is but a begi*nningw 
'' %id., p- 215. 



searching for a saviour, and whether the saviour lies in a man, or discovering the 

-country beyond the rn~untains"~ apocalyptic visions in Tav John are rampant 

V. Conclusion 

The two early texts being studied here have illuminated several points that are 

indispensable to the work at hand. They suggest the existence of pandox in prairie 

literature-a sirnultaneou convergence and divergence. They show that prairie 

literature has an undeniable coherence about it; there is in both texts an awareness of 

humanity's insigiificance in the context ofa harsh landscape, man as alone or solitary 

in the landscape, and a reliance on "Puritan anceshy'' as an approach to dealing with 

one's insignificance and solitude. Mowever, it can be asserted that Saskatchewan and 

Alberta literature, represented in Grain and Tav John, can be both compared and 

contrasted: while their simila~ties can be cited, they are not anywhere near identical. 

Where Gander's expectations are grounded in reality, Tay John's world is supernaturd 

and mythical: Gander gud§ngIy accepts Nature's power over him, while Tay John 

sets out as a conqueror, Gander's puritanimi is practical and moral, while rverywhere 

in Tav b h n ,  there is a suggestion that "...the Son of Man is coming, and that no man 

hows when he is coming, or w h e r e ~ " ~ ~  but that we shouid expect him at any moment. 

While this paradox was evident in prairie literature as early as the mid-1920s, it is just 

as, and possibly more evident in contemporary works. 

The next test to the theory, then, is to tind the same themes and paradoxes in 

more conternporary Iiterature- If such theorists such as Ricou and McCourt believe that 

literary identity takes time and affluence in order to develop, then ii should becorne 



more pronounced in newer teas. W.O. Mitchell, a name that is synonymous with 

prairie literature, will be analyzed in the following chapter. 



Chapter Four 
W.O. Mitchell 

1. Introduction 

W.O. Mitchell is in a class by himself. tt is necessary for two rasons to look at 

his works as a whoie before approaching Antha van Herk and Guy Vanderhaeghe. 

First, Mitchell's generation preceded the more contemporary authors, and thus provides 

another phase on the prairie literary timeline. He has made an immeasurable 

contribution to the prairie literary tradition. Second, while van Herk and Vanderhaeghe 

wrïte rxclusively from one province, Mitchell writes about and has lived in both 

Saskatchewan and Alberta. He can, in fact, be considered to write about a -micro- 

region', which spans provincial boundaries. His stories cover the southem prairies, 

whether in Crocus, Saskatchewan or Shelby, Alberta Thus, it would seem easy to 

consider Mitchell a regional inter, and dificult to illusnate that he differentiates 

between the two provinces. A close audy of his works will decide whether there can 

be any provincial distinctions derived fiom them, or whether they mus be placed under 

the umbrella of 'prairie literature. ' 

-Distinct symbols and themes' are evident in Mitchell's works. Hik characters 

often have similar opinions on region and Iandscape, religion and humour. tt would be 

difficult to argue, then, that Mitchell's own views are not k i n g  propagated through his 

characters; a consistent philosophical thread nins throughout his novels. in short, his 

philosophy seems to suggest that the prairie is a hanh place that has dire effeçts on 

humans, as ivell as anything made by humans. Prairie dwellen have a choice on how 

to react to their Iandscape and living conditions: they can either laugh or go mad 



Whichever road they choose, an awareness of solitude, religious belief, and humour are 

closely linked to the decision. 

II. Landscape and "Litmus Yean" 

One of Mitchell's most prevalent characteristics is the rneasure of importance he 

places on his "litmus years'. He bel ieves, and is backed by earlier prairie writen such 

as Wallace Stegner, that where one lives durisg childhood profoundly affects one's 

approach to life from then on: -*New and as a child 1 walked out here to ultimate 

cmptiness, and gazed to no sight destination at all. Here was the rnelodramatic part of 

the rarth's skin that had stained me during my litmus years, fixing my inner and outer 

perspective, dictatinç the tems of the fragile identity contract that 1 would have with 

my self for the rest of my life." ' Clearly, Iandscape had a profound effect on the 

development of Mitchell's identity during his childhood. The effect of the prairie on a 

Young boy's development is also a prevalent theme in Who Has Seen the Wind and 

Jake and the Kid, 

Brian, in Who Has Seen the Wind, derives two fundamental realizations from 

the prairie. F i a  he is aware of how srnall and alone he is in relation to the land: 

Lying there h e  iooked up to the dark face of the sky pncked out with 
stars. He was filled now with a feeling of nakedness and vulnerability 
that terrïtied him. As the wind mounted in intensity, so too the feeling of 
defenselessness rose in him. I t  was as though he listened to the dreaiing 
wind and in the spread darkness of prairie night was being drained of his 
verv self. He was tqing to hold together something within himself, that 
the-wind dernanded and was relentlessly leaching corn him. Kis @ers 

' W.O. Mitcheli, Kow I Spent MY Summer Holidavs (Toronto: Macmillan of Cana& 198 1 ), p. 10. 
Mentioned in Iater work. also, such as tadvbup. Ladvbue- . . , (Toronto: McCleUand and Stewart, 1988), 
p. 13. 



were aching with the cold; he slid his hands between his thighs for 
warmth.' 

As a child, Brian is faced with a power that leaves him with the Feeling that his very 

self is being drained away. To succeed against such an obstacle, it seems that he would 

be forced to develop an identity too solid for the prairie to erode. Thus, as an adult, 

Brian may very well have become one of McCourtTs chancten who develops 

'alarming measure of self-confidence' in response to the constant assault on his 

existence. And Brian's lesson is a harsh one. After his father's deaxh, Brian sees the 

prairie's etemal power in a context that affects him much more penonally : 

People were forever bom; people Forever die4 and never were again. 
Fathers died and sons were bom; the prairie was forever, with its wind 
whispering through the long, dead grasses, through the long and endless 
silence. Winter came and spring and fall, then summer and winter açain; 
the sun rose and set apin, and rverything that was once-was again- 
forever and forever. But for man, the prairie whisperebnever-never. 
For Brian's father-never.' 

Both of these issues are nised açain, almost in parallel, in Jake and the Kid. 

In a philosophicai discussion with a sociolog professor, Jake and the kid again 

note the hugeness of the iandscape: 

-The smallness of man-the prairies bnng it to one with-such 
impact-it-is almost the catharsis of tragedy." 

A jack rabbit started up to the left of the road, went over the 
prairie in a sailing bounce. "Huh!" Jake said. 

"Cathan is-cleansineas in Greek tragedy-cathartic. ' 
"Oh," Jake said, ;'that. Thuh dkali water sure is fear. ., " 
"Oh, no," Mr. Godfiey said "I mean that it-has a..." 
-Rairie's scarey," I said 
-Yes." He looked d o m  at me. That's it-xactiy it? 

-- 

' W.O. iMitchelL Who Has Seen the Wind (Tomnto: Macmillan of Canada, 1947). p. 136. 
5 Who Has Seen the Win& pp. 246247- 
' MhchelL Iake and the Kid (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of Canada Limked, 196 1 ), p. 100. 



The *smallness of man' combined with his vulnerability is again propounded when 

Mitchell uses Mr. Godfiey to point out another one of his theones': 

"This is a hard countq, [ don't have to tell p u  that. There are- 
drouth, blizzards, loneliness. A man is a pretty small thing out on al1 this 
prairie. He is at the mercy of the elements. He's a lot like-like a-" 

*'Fly on a platter," 1 said! 

During their %mius years,' Brian and the kid realize more than simply their smallness 

and aloneness on the pnirie: like the earlier te.-, they also show an awareness of their 

own monality when faced with the overwhelming landscape. It is not only people that 

suffer fiom the prairie's etemal battering; anything made by humans is subject too. 

The kid notes: 

[ commenced to think how a Fann can get old just the  way a human 
being does, just like Old Mac with his grey hair and his mustaches like a 
couple of grey oat bundles either side of his mouth. Al1 Mac's buildings 
had got greyey, real grey. She's sure awful what the prairie can do to a 
yard that won3 tipht back; choke her with weeds; pile her with dust: 
there isn't any &nce can stand up to prairie long7 

The prairie, however, is not just "scary." Brian's second realization suggests that there 

is more to a young boy's prairie expenence than simply an infenority cornplex fuelled 

by îèar of the elements. It contains spirituality as well. 

Mitchell suggests that Brian's spintual link to the prairie is eventually eroded by 

a loss of childhood innocence. This is another continuing pattern in Mitchell's works, 

expanded upon in How I Spent Mv S u m e r  Holidavs. 1 would like to argue that these 

early experiences with spirituality are the precunon to the unique religious beliefs in 

his adult cbaracters. Brian's fim experience with his spiritual Link to the prairies is 

' ;Mitchell refers to men feeling like . f l ia  on a plan& more than once in his worics. hnother rrample is 
in Roses Are Difficult Here (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart 1990), p. 323. 
Jake and the K i 4  p. LOO. 
Cbid, pp. 61-62. 



described as "holy-a holy feeling that had corne and broken like a bubble.'* On 

seeing a drop of dew on a leaf, Brian is accosted by a mange new feeling: 

Within hirn something was opening, releasing shyly as the petals of a 
flower open, with such gadualness that he was hardly aware of it. But it 
was happening: an alchemy imperceptible as the moming wind, a 
gowing dation of such fleeting delicacy and poignancy that he dared 
not turn his mind to it for fear that he rnight spi1 it, that it might be 
camed away as lightly as one strand of spider web on a sigh of a wind. 
He was filled with breathiessness and expectancy, as though he were 
goinç to be given sornething, as though he were about to find 
sornethir~~.~ 

As Bryan grows oider, however, the feeling cornes less and less ofien. When he 

realizes this, "he was suddenly sad, his throat aching, his kart filled with unbearably 

sweet and saddening rnelan~hol~. ' '~~ In How 1 Spent MY Summer Holidavs, Mitchell 

makes a direct comment on what Bnan has lost, 

In reminiscing about his childhood, Hugh the narrator of How 1 Smnt Mv 

Surnmer Holidavs, remembers how adults interfered with a child's freedorn of 

conscience. He uses the example of his fiend Musgrave, a boy tainted by an adult's 

view of the zero-sum g m e  of good and evil: 

According to Musgrave, God kept a meticulous ledger up there. He 
liked çood and bad things to balance out rvenly. Musgrave's favorite 
expression was: 'We'll have to pay for it,' or more ofien, -You'll have 
to pay for it' IPyou drowned out a lot of gophen. Kyou had a 
beautihlly kind indian sumrner. If you broke Free of the dogpaddle. If  
you found a dime. You would evennialiy have to pay for i t  Not only 
would you have to pay back ultimately with something bad happening to 
you; it would be wone than the good thing was good M e r  Christmas, 
Musgrave must have had to truly bnce  himself. Given his usurious 
God the odds were stacked azainst his ever gemng out of debt, even 
through public confession and total immersion. At least the Catholics 

' Who Has Seen the Win4  pp. 11 1-1 12. 
%id.. pp. 107-108. 

10 Ibid., p. 175. 



could make time payments and had some hope of becoming morally 
soivent. " 

We have here a perfect example of the punkinical view of existence, instilled as early 

as twelve years old. Mitchell blames the adults, the Musgraves in the world, for 

drstroying childhood innocence and replacinç it with puritanical gui1 t and fear: 

'1 will level with you. Satan niles one half of the world-more 
likely nine-tenthsand therc is only one ~vay to redcmption from your 
anguish and tonnent: total immersion. Soap for dl orifices-mouth, 
ean, nose, rectum, vagina. No remissions othewise. In your case I 
cannot be optimistic. Prognosis: Hell. So-same time next week. 
will walk with you and 1 will talk with you and 1 will enter to bring help 
to you. S u a  tell Ursula on your way out. And don? forget to do your 
umbilicus and your foreskin.' 

I had thought that Austin was the only victim. Al1 of us were. 
We simply hadn't noticad the adult footprints in our child caves, but 
they were there al1 the time, left by guardian trespassea. They entered 
uninvited because they loved us and they feared For us. Often they 
entered only to tidy up for us, or simply out of curiosity to find out what 
we might be doing in there. They wanted only to make it safe for their 
vulnerable Young, to ciear it of danger. They did not know, nor did we. 
that they could bc carriers, unintentionally leaving serpents behind, 
coiled in a dark corner, later io bite and poison and destroy. 

Poor Austin Nusgrave] ! '' 
While it is true that childhood innocence is curbed by adults, and the onslauçht of 

adulthood, the prairie does its share. These adults were raised under the hot sun, 

freezing winten, and relentless wind realized their insignificance, and responded 

accordingly. It is not simply adulthood that takes away these boys' innocence; it is 

reaiizing the vamiess of their surroundings, and smiggling to find a signiticant place 

What Mitchell shows in his representation of the effect of the prairie on a boy's 

development is that seeing such immensity and feeling so miniscule at such a young 

" How 1 Spnt Mv Summer Holidays, p. 153. 
12 Ibid., p. C3 



age must force some kind of reaction as an adult. His adult characten represent this in 

their decisions to 'laugh or go mad', while remaining indisputably tied to their 

childhood experiences. The link is suggested in Roses Are Difficuk Here when Ruth 

reflects on her past: 

She supposed that people whose formative years were spent in the 
isolation of the foothills had more than their share of mysticism. If that 
were so, then hen must be a most pnerous allotment, raised as she had 
been since the age of six, and the death of her mother, by her fathrr. 
Clern Dercigin, and Chan. Her time away ai St. Catherine3 boarding- 
school had always seemed like exile made bearable only by Easter and 
Christmas and summer vacation. l3 

Nhile childhood innocence has been lost, the effect of the prairie on the human psyche 

and the prairie dwellrrs' belief in the rvrrlasting remains. Mysticism, combined with 

an awareness of one's vulnerability equals prairie puritanism in its two estreme forms. 

III. Religious Duality 

The nvo types ~Fpuritanism that have been assigned to the prairies are 

cooperative and pragnatic in Saskatchewan and fundamentalist and apocalyptic in 

Alberta Both versions are evident in Mitchell's works, and a paralkt can be drawn 

behveen his representation of religion, and his character's decisions to laugh or to go 

mad- OAen but not exclusively, characten that maintain some semblance of sanity 

uirough a sense of humour have a pra-matic, measured level of puritanism. Those who 

go mad often rant and rave about hell and damnation, with apocaiyptic overtones. 

There is an overlap behveen the hvo in some cases. However, there does exist a pattern 

that will be further outiined in this section, 

13 Roses Are Dificuit, p- 107. 



Two characters in particular contain fundamentalist elements; both are 

certifiably insane. The first, a graduate student narned Charles Slaughter, juslisfies his 

cruel and bizarre behaviour through apocalyptic visions which can be linked back to a 

guilt-ridden, fundamentalist childhood. The second, Saint Sûrnrny, lost too much too 

ofien in his battle to survive on the prairies, and eventually had a vision in which the 

Lord told him to Iive in a piano box on the prairies where the Lord could look aRer 

him.'" While Saint Sammy lives in southem Saskatchewan and Slaughter lives in an 

Alberta city, it is not clear whether one can represent a provincial version of 

fundamentalism. They do, however, have extreme views that support the dual nature of 

religion on the prairies. 

Slaughter-s madness is real and dangerous. To çet revençe on al1 those in the 

world that he  feels have sliçhted hirn, he kidnaps a the year old girl and sacrifices her 

doll, responding accordinç to his apocalyptic visions brought on by extreme headachrs: 

-Al1 night long the pleasing odour of the burnt offering has ascended to 
My Nostrils and it is now forgiven. Quench the embers, that no smoke 
may betray thee to them. No longer do they seek beneath the river 
waters, for it is thou they now pursue, as thou canst see them doing there 
below. Fear them not, for I shail protect thee. Fear not the hounds of 
Hel1 they have unkashed against thee, for I shall protect thee for now 
and evermore. Even as I did in Noah3 time, shall I open up My 
Heavens, that the rain may wash away al1 trace and smell of footprint 
spoor, and they shall be confounded-'15 

The voice that spe& to him (presumably God) evenniaily tells him to commit suicide: 

"'1 am the only One Who loves thee, Charles. Corne home to ~ e ! " " ~  Slaughter is an 

rxtreme e.mple of fiindamentalist madness, and it is possible that his religious beliefs 

cannot be atmhted to the region in which he grew up. Other variables may account 

- 

14 See Who Has Seen the Wind, p. i9i- 
" Ladvbuo. Ladvbuy.. ., p. 142 



for it. Place is unmistakable nonetheless; Slaughter's father was an oil man who most 

definitely lived in ~lberta." There is, though, no absolute link between religion and 

region. In Saint Sammy's case, however, the regional effect on his religious amiction 

is indisputable. 

Not only does Saint Sammy represrnt the fundamentalist nature of religion on 

the prairies. particularly in Al berta; he is also an example of mysticism noted by 

Mitchell in Roses Are Dificult Here. At first, Sammy appean utterly insane: 

Samrny's blue cyes stared at them. "He give thern a few days an' 
accordin' to the Image an? His eyes on their hearts. Their cyes ain't seen 
the rnajesty of His glory ner yet the greatnessa His work, but their ways 
is before Kim an' cannot be hid." Sammy 's am with its hand clawed7 
lifte4 and pointed out the town low on the horizon. -'Fer they have 
played the harlot an? the fomicator in the sighta the Lord!" His old 
voice trembled thinned, and ciutched at a higher pitch. "An? there is 
sorra an' siçhin' over the Facea the prairie-herb an' the seed thereoff 
thirsteth after the water which don? cometh! The cutwonn cutteth-the 
nist runeth an' the 'hopper hoppeth! Sadness hath corne to pass an' 
they put no more little, red labels on the underwear-no more but the 
yella an' the white!'' He shook his fists at the buildings dwarfed on the 
horizon. "He shall rain ontuh them tire an' brimstone-down on the 
bare-ass adulteresses-'+ His voice broke off and went ringing on in the 
boys' ean. '' 

Whether or not he is tmly insane, however, is put into question when h e  predicts -fire 

a n  brirnstone' to befall Bent Candy, who is threatening to kick him off his land. A i  the 

end of the week that Bent Candy gives Saint Sammy to 'git off his land, a huge storm 

breaks which demoys Candy-s new barn Bent Candy's belief in Saint Sammy's 

position as -Jehovah's Hired  an" ' Y is cemented 

16 ibid., p. 244. 
17 Ibid., p. 100. 
'' Who Has Seen the Win& pp. 196197. 
19 Ibid,, p. 263. 



"The Lord hath blew! He hath blew d o m  the new an' shinin' 
barn of the fundamental Baptist that hath sinned in his sight! Like He 
said, "Sorra an' sighin' hath cometh to Bent Candy!"' 

Candy turned to Saint Sammy; he looked into the old man's 
eyes, water-blue, mildly wild with a fey look which said that he was 
either childlike, senile, or gently insane. He looked at the squeezed 
intensity of Sammy'ç face, and he thought of the spreading fields of flax 
he had planted, even now thirsting for moisture: he thought of the yean 
of drouth and rust and hail and the many wheat plages which had 
touched him only lightly. He said:- 

-'Yeu kin stay." 
Brian watched Saint Sammy lift his arms wide. 
"1 looked an' 1 beheld! The Keavens was opened up, an' there 

was a whirlwind a-comin' outa the East, lifiino like a tmmpet a-spinnin' 
on her end, an' there was Lire insidea her, an' light like a sunset was al1 
around about her! Plumb outa the midsta her corne the voicea the Lord, 
sayino, 'Sammy, Sarnmy, git up from offa thy hmees fer I am gonna 
speak ontuh you! The pnirie shall be glad, an' she shall blossom like 
the rose! Yay, an' the earsa the deef shall hear! The lame is çonna leap 
like the jack nbbit, an' the water shall spout ontuh the prairie, an' the 
sloughs shall be full-plurnb full!"' 

Saint Sammy's arms came down. 
*-Amen," said Mr.  and^." 

In the beglnning, Sammy's insanity seerns to be a çiven. However, once his 

predictions corne true, men such as Bent Candy, "who wus a religious man, and yean 

of prairie tarming had deepened in hirn a faith in a fate as effective as that of Greek 

clramadl could not help but place faith in his visions. 

Faith in mysticism, combined with the religious dualism of the prairies is also 

rvident in The Varishine Point. Members of the Stony Indian Reserve try to save one 

of their eiders from tuberculosis by bringing him to an evangelist who daims to have 

healing powers. Elsewhere in the novel, there is reference to the Methodist training of 

the native minister, as well as the Puritan background of Carlyle Sinclair, the resident 

teacher on the reserve. The evangeelist's healing powen are ineffective; however, 



Ezra's Methodist ministry and Sinclair's religious beiiefs offer examples of prairie 

puritanisrn among those who have not (yet) gone mad. Like Saint Sammy, Ezra has 

embraced his religion, but his life experiences have tainted the original messages: 

"'today he'd make Wesley turn over in his grave-and the old missionanes-over the 

years he's thrown in a pinch of Wecsackashack here-Wendigo there-it's hard to tell 

where Methodisrn leaves off and Ezra begins. The amalgarn'ç damn efkctive too."" 

Mitchell. The Vanishins Point (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada. 1973). p. 118. From pp. 156- I6O is an 
example of Ezra's sermons. A portion of it is provideci here: 
"The GospeI accordin' to Saint Mark-Chapter Five-verses one to an' concludin' fourteen." He 
opened the Bible at the place his thumb held, lowered his head. 

" 'And they came over onto the other side of the sea.'" He looked up. -ThatYs the Sea Galilee." 
He looked down. " 'Into the country of the Gadarenes. And when He was some out ofthe ship, 
immediateiy there met Him out of the tornbs a man with an unclean spirit, who had his dwelling amans 
the tombs; and no man could bind him, no, not with chains.'" 

Ayain Ezra looked out over his congreçation. "He was crazy and he was camped in a 
gaveyard." Back to his text. " 'Because that he  had ofien been bound with fetters and chains. and the 
chains had been plucked asunder by him and the fetters broken in pieces; neither could any man tarne 
him. And afways niyht and day, he was in the moumains, and in the tombs, crying and cutting himself 
with stones,' 

Th i s  man had entered into him the Wendigo inside hirn-so people was afiaid of him and they 
knew the next thing he'd be eatin' them to feed that Wendigo inside there so they tried to picket hirn only 
he pulied it up out and away he went with the peg draggin' and he broke their picket chah too. Can't tie 
up the Wendi~o. 

* ',And when he saw Jesus afar otX h e  ran and worshipped Him. And cried with a loud voice 
and said "What have I done with Thee. Jesus, Thou Son of the Most Hiçh God. i adjure Thee by God, 
that Thou tonnent me not." For he said unro him, "Corne out of the man thou unclean spirit." .And He 
asked him, "What is thy name?" And he answered, sayinç, "My name is Leon; for we are many."' 

"That was the Wendigo tdkin'. and wom-ed too after he heard lesus tell him to get out of there. 
He been pretty comfortable in that wann beily theredon't wanted to be spooked out of there. So here's 
what Wendigo said next out of this crazy man: 'And he besought Him much that he would not send 
them away out of the country. Now there was there, ni& unto the mountains, a geat herd of swine 
t'eedinç- And al1 the devils'-geat bunch of Wendigos this man had inside hirn there-'and aIi the 
deviis besou@t Hïm, saying, "Send u s  into the swlne, that we may enter into them."' 

"Well, Jesus did that. 
' 'And the undean spirits went out, and entered into the swine; and the herd tan violernly d o m  

a steep place (they were about two thousand) and were choked in the sea.' 
*Two thousand-maybe dl the Jerusalem wendigos when Jesus corne ridin' by. Jesus knew it, 

Jesus He clirnbed d o m  and them two thousand Wendigos He said., 'Up orna ther-et outa that! I got 
My apostIes with Me today an' weTre herdinz Wendigos outa th& man's soul- HAH-RAH-HOOGH- 
YOU! Apostle drap an' ôpostle an' Me for the l e a d - W H A H - W - H O O - N O W !  We 
got our Ioag lasso ropes with knots in theirends-out you set-move fast now, for We don't miud devil 
shrink an' this man's got the cross an' c r o w n o t  the fork on his fl ank! E U H - M W - H A H -  
WW-HAH-MP-! 

"Out they corne, teatherin' both sides a d  belly to the gound an' their tails was hipk-cow 
devils an' caif devils-bu11 Wendiyos an' steer Wendigos with their eyes b:azl"nT an' their noses breathln' 
white Gre tike Iightnin' round the mountain top! Some of them starteci back inside tbat crazy man, but 



Sinciair's puritanism is more covert; his personality, his actions, and his musings al1 

reflect h i s  religious eiernents. 

Sinclair, while living in Alberta, i s  a perfect example of the limited expectations 

whic h are part of prairie culture. Mitchell also hes these expectations to puntanism: 

There çoes Sinclair-thiq-six-year-old adolescent, the Paradise Valley 
hermit, starved for the thrust fiom self to the centre of a loved one. But 
there was no loved one at ail-just another spring. Latins didn't make 
the best lovers-cold-clirnate ascetics-puritans-the shy and lonely 
ones were the champions. Live your life in carefully low key and a €ew 
sad shooting stars apologetically proferred by a linle Grade One could 
unhorse you-or a trip to the city-or lunch with Victotia! Sinclair's 
Law of Diminishin~ Emotional Retums; this spnng was his cup of 
water on the desert." 

Sinclair's beliefs have also been adapted to his surroundings, as have Saint Sammy's 

and Ezra-S. He has adjusted himsel f to life on the Stony Reserve until his thoughts and 

actions are in hannony with those around him, until he realizes he cannot belonç 

anywhrre rlse. This adaptation, as is evident, is prevalent throughout the prairies. 

Anothrr important adjustment that prairie dwellers have made is mentioned by David 

Carpenter, that partïcularly in Saskatchewan, -they nrely preach anymore, and when 

Mark an' Luke an' ~Matthew was there on thek cutün' horses, Iassos flyin', heelin' them caIf devils by 
both feet. And into the swine on the k l l  mn, steers an' bulIs an' cows-tw* an' the-year-olds-some 
of them crowdin' four-five-into the same pi- at the same time then gettin' shoved out an' each findin' 
a pig ofhis own for himselfl 

"Then-like the Bible says-that herd pigs stampeded-'way they went in a cIoud dust through 
buck bmsh an' jack-pine-down the draws and over the side hills with Jesus an' His apodes hard d e r  
them tiil they corne to this cut bank at the edse the Sea Galilee. Hundred-foot drop ri& down into that 
sea Over sent the lead pig and into the water b e l o w - C ~ - M U C K !  And after him corne the ne.xt 
one-CHUH-MLrCK!" 

CarIyIe feIt a thriII of appreciation course through him. 
'CHUH-MUCK!" 
How rïght! What a satisfying mund of completion-for demented Gadarene swine-for a 

rock-for undercut arth with bush, mots and al1 reluctantly Ieaving the parent bank to drop with a 
gulp into the river below! 

"CM-MUCK-CHUH-h/lUCK-CHUH-MUE!'' 
My God, he wasn't gohg to do the whole two thousand oftheml 
"Cm-MUCK-pause-CHUH-MUCK-pase-CHIM-MUCK!* 
Cartyle began to corn Ena stayed with it for fi@ chuh-rnucking pigs, then called for the ne% 

hym.  ( 1 57-i 59) 



they do, it is the pragmatic religion of cu-~~eration."'' Particularly in Mitchell's earlier 

novels that are based in Saskatchewan, such preaching is evident. 

Jake is one example of a man who embraces co-operation. When a fellow 

famer has been il1 and has not had time to plant his crops, Jake moves in to prevrnt a 

land baron from taking over his land. He not only shows his own devotion to CO- 

operative efforts, but brings out the quality in his neighboun: 

I heard a cnnking sound and 1 looked up; Jake was on the 
phone. He phoned for two hours, nearly 30 calls. He didn't Say rnuch, 
just said Old Mac needed grain for seed. On an old letter he marked 
down the ones that had grain to spare. Whan hr'd made the last call, he 
tumed to me. The way hc looked, Sam Botten was beat this time for 
sure. 

-'A hundred fi@-five bushels. Johnny Lamrnery and Pete 
Springer, that didn't have none lefi, is donatin' their teams and wagons 
to çather her u~.''~' 

A concentrated effort in the name of helpinç someone who cannot help themselves 

seems to be prairie residents' way of rooting for the underdog. Jake's efforts are a 

success. Brian's uncle Sean is less fortunate. 

Uncle Sean is a man whose only reIigion is a devotion to CO-operation. Iudging 

by his coane language", one can assume that he is sure that CO-operation is the ody 

road to salvation. He spends much of his time ayi-ng to convince other farmen in the 

area to collaborate on irrigation projects dunng the Depression, to no avaïl: 

Like most others in the district, Sean's crop was a failure, and each time 
he looked at his wheat patched with brown and bumt dong the edges, 
the acid of his anger ate deeper into his soul. His flou-shing gardeo that 
sumrner no longer soothed him. He had met with Iittle success in his 
attempts to interest other f i e r s  in an irrigation scherne that wouid dam 
the river. There had been a final bid for aid fiom Bent C a n d ~  the 

ibid. p. 4. 
24 See Chapter 2. note 72- 

Jake and the Kid, p. 7 1. 
" See Who Kas Seen the Win& p. 1 15. 



caterpillar man, deacon of the district's Baptist church and profaner of 
almost a township of flat loam. 

**'Tain7t no use in goin' to the bank," Sean had told him. "1 
îigger if I was to get enough folks together was interested-enough 
machine-we could put up a earth dam 'bout a mile westa Magnus 
Petersen's. She7d take tirne-a hell of a long time, but once a main 
ditch was du*' 

A red-faccd man with beautifully white hair, Mr. Candy picked 
at his nose reflectively. "Ain't int'rested." 

"But-man!" said Sean. T o u  paa be! We al1 gotta be! Just 
because you bin lucky, you ain7t always gonna be! Look at the garden I 
hab tha t  wasn't luck-irrigation did it! An' if we got the whole 
district-if we did somethineall of us-to help ourselves, rnebbe we 
could git help! Imçate fer wheat an' oats an' barley-imgate the whole 
goddam works! The Gover7ment-the C.P.R.-'' 

"Ain7t int'rested." 
"Git -ern al1 goin' on sarden irrigation an'-an' arip famin'- 

leavin- the sod acrosst the prevailin' winds to keep her from driftin'-'o 
-'Ain't int'rested," 
'No, you ain't!" Sean's voice had the wild fervency of the wind. 

"Goddam rights you ain't!" he cried, with his pale red mustaches 
quivering in indignation. "AI1 ye're in'trested in is the ten bushels to the 
acre that7 Il  show ye a profit! Profit-profit-an' ye cal1 yerself a 
religïous man. Christian! O h 4  can show ye more religion up a gosh- 
h a w k ' ~  

-'Ain? int7rested." 
"Biack is F r  soul, Bent Candy, blacker than al1 the dust yer 

heathen tractors raise! Goddam yer black soul-" 
"Blaspheemy ain't çonna help you-" 
"Goddam the hot bitch Goddessa profit ye wonhip whiln ye ride 

yer jigglin' Iittle black tractor over the land, jigglin' yer little, black soul 
for the rest of yer pispin- Iittle black days, ye--* 

"Git offa here!" cned Candy. "You ain't talkin' that way on my 
place! Git offa here with yer cursin' an7 swearin'!" 

@in',.' said Sean, ân' 1'11 be seein' you in hell when that 
time cornes..? 

He climbed into his old Forci 
"We'll both be there!" cried Sem as he started his car- "Ye will 

be there, bumpin' an' bouncin' an? jigglin' fer al1 eternity with a red-hot 
tractor seat to shrivel yer hide to everlastin'! We'll both be there!"''' 

To Sean, the worst sin a man can commit is to refuse to co-operate in order to improve 

production While h e  does not take the most diplornatic approach to the issue, he 

- -- 

27 Who Has Seen the Wnd, p. 31 1-2 1 7  



certainly maintains a religious devotion to doing what needs to be done-not to 

prosper, but to sirrvivr. 

The lines dividing madness and sanity, pragmatism and fundamentalism, 

Alberta and Saskatchewan, are at this point admitîedly fuuy. Sean borden on both 

insanity and fundamentalism in his efforts to encourage cooperation; an outsider may 

not tind any logic at al1 in Ezra's semons: it cannot be detenined exactly whether 

Saint Sarnrny is a madman or a prophet; and, pnçmatic puritanism and apocalyptic 

fundamentalism do not seem to be hindered by provincial boundaries as such. 

Nevenheless, al1 of the elements of prairie identity, resplendent in their paradoxicality, 

are present in Mitchell's writing. His 1st  imponant theme, prairie humour, continues 

to iack a provincial distinction. 

W. Laughing at ~Mortality? 

Throughout Mitchell's works, hr cites humour as one ofthe rnost fundamentiil 

tools of survival on the prairies. As already mentioned those who cannot laugh at their 

situation ofien cannot salvage their sanity. Regardless of whether one Lives in 

Saskatchewan or Alberta, sardonic, rueful humour, combined with tail tales. is a 

lifeline. Jake is the king of tail tales and big bets, and it is Jake and his kind that 

Mitchell first eaumines, through a sociology professor who is midying prairie humour. 

In a conversation with the kid, Mr. Godfrey explains: 

That's right," Mi. Godfrey said These men lie about the 
things that hurt them most. Their yams are about the winten and how 
cold they are the  summers and how dry they are. In this country you get 
the deepest snow, the wvorst dust storms, the biggest hailstones." 

*- .  



" R u t  and dust and hail and sawfiy and cutworm and drouth are 
terrible things, but not half as Fnghtening if they look ridiculous. If a 
man can laugh at them he's won half the battle. When he exaggentes 
things he isn't lying really; it7s a defence, the defence ofexaggeration. 
He can either do that or squeal.'"" 

Mitchell's characters ofien use humour as a means of coping, or surviving the odds. 

A Aer Professor Dobbs is hospitalized by a g k l y  atfack that leaves hirn nearly dead, he 

passes his tirni: by torturing his too-serious doctor: 

Arrowsmith was as literal-minded as a bom-again Christian. There fore 
danprous. No. Not me. Not tnie at d l ,  for neural surgeons and other 
practised perfonnen, high-wire or tnpeze, couid not handicap 
themselves w*th distracting humour; devour concentration was essential 
to the ne13 step, the next swing-and-catch, the next nerve thread, or they 
would miss! No life net! And in Arrowsmith's act it was always the 
patient that fell to earth. 

Once he had discovered that Arrowsrnith was not only incapable 
of appreciating humo- but was in fact annoyed by it, the urge to abrade 
him becarne irresistible. He punished the doctor with sIapstick, then 
with vulgar, with black, wïth dry, with ironic and sardonic, only to 
achieve the final corruption of nw sarca~rn.'~ 

While Dobbs is no? a farmer or a rancher trying to laugh off the effects of drought or 

hail or winter, hr clutches at humour in the same rnanner. He needs it in order to cope 

with his awful situation." While Mitchell's concepts are consistent throughout his 

works, his most indepth discussion of humour can be found in Roses Are Dificult 

Here. It seems that the entire text was designed as a defence of prairie humour and 

prairie life, and as a criticism of quantitative analysis. 

Views on prairie life in Roses Are Dificult Here are polarized between June 

Melquist. a PhD in Sociology who is studying life in the smail t o m  of Shelby, Alberta, 

and its residents, whose voices are heard through Man Stanley, the editor of the Shelbv 

" Jake and the K i 4  p. 100-10 1. 
3 MïtchelL Since Daisv Creek (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada 1984), p- 34. 



Chinook, the town newspaper. In her study, Dr. Melquist States that the people of 

Shelby '-1vere eamestly duIl, their humour a primitive and mordant one erecting its 

amusement always upon a foundation of exaggeration and sarcami."" Stanley rushes 

to the defence of his tomspeople in an editorial where he examines and explains what 

humour means to prairie people: 

Those who were hit [by the haiistom] threshed nothing. Thoy had Iost a 
whole year's income. Had they lived in a ciq, it would have been as 
though the family's w a p  eamer had been laid off for the entire year. No 
money for goceries, for biithday presents, for a son or daughter's year at 
univenity, for a new tractor, for Christmas, a new stove, wallpaper for 
the living-room. And t h g  simply said that it was rheir turn this year. 
That now-in August-they had ice to make a Freezer of ice crearn. 
They joked about it. They laughed at it. Ruefully. What might be 
called a dry joke or a dry laugh. They can be sardonic. We think you 
missed that in many of us, Dr. Melquist. 

In the matter of our wit-we are quite sure that humour cannot 
be measured or calibrated or correlated. But we do recognize that much 
of ours is exaggeration. We Iive in a country of exaggeratïons, of 
drousht and hail and blizzard and, ofien, loneliness. We have so much 
horizon and so much sky that a man sometimes feels a little like a fly on 
a platter. He knows his vulnenbility, and perhaps his humour has 
become utilitarian in that he laughs at things that can hurt him most. At 
winters and how cold they are-at summen and how hot they are. We 
truly have the world's deepest snow, Dr. Melquist, the worst dust storms, 
the biggest hailstones, the most agile grasshoppers. Rust and dust and 
m u t  and hail and sawtly and cutworm are temble things, but not half so 
h-ghtening if they are made rîdiculous. If we can laugh at them, we 
have won half the battle. Perhaps Our humour is a defence. Perhaps. 
Kou also find it mordant. Al1 ri@ Any man who laughs at death, 
laughs at his own momlity, and that is not so much evidence of wit as it 
is of magnificent bravery.'' 

Humour is indeed a mechanism of survivai on the prairie- Feeling like a 'fly on a 

platter' is not a sentiment that différentiates between Saskatchewan or Alberta prairies. 

30 i was a party ro this form of humour after my bike accident this nimmer- 1 could not stop mckin_o 
jokes-i think it was my way of telling myself that I was d l 1  alive. that I had surviveci, 
'' Roses Are Difficult Here, p. 309. 
3 1  Ibid., p. 323- 



And these Feelings can '+never be captured in a coarse net"" as Dr. Melquist tried to 

accomplish. Stanley's defence of humour is not the only point that is applicable to this 

hidy; his attack on quantitative analysis is also useful. 

Stanley realizes that Dr. Melquist has ignored the -'living balance" that exists in 

S helby. Through her reliance on --trend and general ity," "statistic, scale and rnodality," 

that balance was destroyed: -3 stood. It \vas held upon its point. ~ead.'"' This study, 

like Dr. Melquist's, is searchinç For -trends7 to facilitate pneralizations on provincial 

and regional identity. Somet hing is missing in this study, perhaps something orçanic 

that a literary study, and possibly no kind of study could decipher. Thus far, the 

symbols and themes in Mitchell's works have not differentiated ktween province- 

only region. Yet, several times in his works, he specifically points out the differences 

between the two provinces. It seems that Mitchell is aware of something outside of the 

framework in this snidy that distinçuishes region fiom province. 

V. Distinguishing "Prairie" from "Province" 

Just when the reader decides that Mitchell does not distinguish twtween 

Saskatchewan and Alberta, he slips in a comment that separates the two. In Jake and 

the Kid, when the townspeople are preparïng for the royal visit, they discover that the 

royal procession is not making a stop in Saskatchewan at dl :  " -T&e the Saskatchewan 

prairies faster'n a greased gopher through a thirty-six-inch thrashin' machine. Eager to 

catch their first glimpse of the soft swellin' beauty of the Alberta foothil~s.?"~ While 

not exactly a positive distinction, it is a distinction benveen Saskatchewan and Alberta 



nonetheless. In other texts, he  di fferentiates between prairie and "foothills 

Roses Are Difficult Here, the residents Shelby separate the 

~farmers" (to the east) and the "ranchers" (to the west): 

Only to the east, he told June, lay wheat farms; West of Shelby the 
ranches sprawled through the foothills to the forest reserve in the 
mountains beyond. Shelby was a cow town really, the Senator insisted. 
On festive Saturday nights, men in tight denim pants with copper rivets. 
a brilliant kerchief knotted in the hollow of the neck, teetered as they 
walked into Arlington Arms Beer Parlour, the Cameo Theatre, or Willie 
MacCrimmon's Shoe and Hamess Shop. They had weathered faces like 
famiers', but they were riding, not choring, men. They belonged to the 
softly swelling foothills under the Rockies, withdrawn and cool and 
abiding, not the billiard table to the east.j7 

When Dr. Melquist does her analysis of the town, she also mentions the division, much 

... in part the cornrnunity has a divided aspect so that there is a double 
contingency in the process of interaction. This in spite of a syrnbolic 
system shared by the ranching patterns to the west and those of the 
farming totality to the east While the cultural dichotomy may not seem 
great, it does engender a day-to-day communication probiem of long 
standing, in the normality aspect of expectations, the -'Hobbesian" 
problem of order? 

This 'day-today communication problem' seems, from her analysis, to begin at the 

provincial border. 

These oven distinctions between -prairiez and -foothills' and 'famen' and 

-ranchers' indiredy suggest political content Fim, they represent rconomic 

di fferences. Second they represent differences in lifaty le that can be politicaily 

inferred. Faiming is a settled, cooperative enterprise; ranching is much more 

" Iake and the Ki& p. 165. 
Ladvbue Lad~bus.. . , p. 138. 

51 Roses Are Dificult Here, p. 49-50 
3s bid, p. 198- 



individualistic and nomadic." Such movement coincides with O'Hagan's suggestion 

of westerners' searching for new land, which, it has already been noteci, seems to be 

unique to Alberta. Another issue that Mitchell raises again is sibmificant for its 

existence in writing on Alberta, and its absence in writing on Saskatchewan. A panllel 

can be drawn between 0?Haçan7s touting of the Promised Land, and Stead's absolutr 

lack of anything comparable. Mitchell, in his later oovels that focus on university life 

in an Alberta city, draws several parodies of oil tycoons. These characters do not exist 

at al1 in his novels on Saskatchewan, 

Before Mitchell begins his parodies, however, he cornments on the 'progress' 

being made by the oil companies. Carlyle Sinclair is Furious at the oil companies' 

trespassinç of the Stony reserve: 

A flutter of orange cca&t his rye and he felt his guts tighten against 
imtation. Gay and decontive they Iified out from the fence-pst tips, 
snappinç fiee in the chinook. They'd be spaced down the road al1 the 
way out of the valley-yellow-pinlr-blue-red. No right; they had 
not right to be here at all! These were not ribbons streaming from trees 
in a sacred burial grove; they did not s i m i e  noble doom at all! Oil- 
company markers tied on by last year's seimîc crews dunnç their 
season of sub-terranean h i c c ~ ~ i n ~ ! " ~  

Another example of Fnistration with oil company developmcnt is evident in The Kite. 

Daddy Sherry, the oldest man in Sbelby, is offered one hundred thousand dollars for his 

land in the Paradise Valley. When he discoven that they are going to tear it up in their 

search for oil, he adamantiy refuses: " 5oakin' down through the top soil! Oh-no 

you don?! Gît outa here an' l ave  Paradise alone! She's mine-she's mine an' she's 

Ramrod's. Ramrod's layin' there under the sweet wolf willah an' you ain't gonna 

" This idea is pursueci funher in &tha Van Herk's te= Places Far From Ellesmere. See the next 
chapter. 
JO The Vanishlna Point, p. 14. 



vomit your black oil all over hirn ... ."&' Mitchell's disrnay with the -progress' of oil 

companies is again evident in his representation of oil tycoons. 

The chancellor of Livingstone University in Ladvbu~. Ladvbug ... is "noovo- 

reesh,'-" thanks to the oil in Alberta. Mitchell mocks the fact that this man, for his 

successful oil exploits, has b e n  made chancellor of the "universidy" who, in a speech 

to the alumni, **conçradulated" those who were receivinç honorary degree~."~ He is an 

Amencan immigrant, who mam-ed a Mormon girl from Utah, and made his fortune in 

oil. Mitchell's portrayai of his exploits are compatible with those of Sinclair's and 

Daddy Sherry's: 

That doodle bug for finding oil clear down to the Devonian wûs no 
bullshit, though. Hadn't been for Willy, Harley Alcock rnight have çone 
the rest of his Life as a landman with long sessions in hotel rooms, 
steeping ranchee and famers in scotch, rye, rum, bourbon, gin, 
whatever it took, softening them up till they signed their minera1 rights 
over to Brown Oil. Thank's to Rachel's persuasion, Jake Card aaked 
hirn to the ten thousand Willy wanted, and what a royal Bush they'd 
been dealt after the doodle bug smelled Sour Sas way over to the east of 
Paradise Valley in the Honker Hills everybody had ignored! Kept it 
quiet until the blow-out so they could nail down rights on a territory the 
size of Waies. Had to brins old Red and his fire crew in asbestos 
overalls up from Texas to snuff the blowtorch and cap the well. Made 
millionaire before his twenty-ninth birthday. Professor Plucker @med 
himself to death in Amsterdam ten years later. You were alive today, 
Willy boy, this here chancellor of Livingstone University would confer 
on you a genzttne doctorate, honoris causa. 

While Mitchell portrays Haley Alcock in perspective opposite from Sinclair and 

Daddy Sherry, he n i I l  manages to communicate his disdain for the oil barons. And like 

the search for the Promised Land it is only the texts that focus on Alberta which 

contain ceference to the oil culture, 

41 Mitchell, The Kite (Toronto: Macmillan oFCanada. 1963). p. 122. 
42 Ladybu~ Ladvbuo. ., p. 124- 
43 Ibid., p. 13 1. 



VI. Condusion 

Again, it can be argued that there is evidence for both a regional identity and 

provincial identities. While a duality remains in prairie dwellerç' reaction to the 

landscape, and in religion, in their senses of humour or lack thereof, the duality cannot 

be provincially sepanted. It is clear that the prairie profoundly affects them: regional 

causes o f  behaviour and belicf arc indisputablc. Yct ovcrlying the similaritics arc 

important characteristics in one province that cannot be round in the other: Uncle 

Sean's CO-operation crusade is a solely Saskatchewan n i t ;  the oil barons are not to be 

found outside Alberta. Again the pandox of common and sepante characteristics, 

rxisting in conjunction, is evident. The next step is to compare two solely provincial 

authors, to derive from them regional or provincial identities. 



Chapter Five 
Aritha van Aerk and Guy Vanderhaeghe 

1. Introduction 

The m e  test of the theory being put forth is in a cornparison of authon from 

Saskatchewan and Alberta. To control for as many extemal facton as possible, the 

authon that have been chosen are of the same generation and similar ethnic 

backgound. Both of these facton, had they differed, may have caused differences 

which could othenvise have been attributed to differing provinces of residence and 

provincial/regional identities. One other difference cannot be ignored: pnder has nui 

been controlled for. Gender is, for Aritha van Herk, an important factor in her identity: 

as I will go on to explain, she believes that feminism is a part of her region.' The 

challenge here, then, is to determine if there are differences or similanties behveen van 

Herk and Vanderhaeghe, and whrther the causal factor is region or çender. 

In the theory that has already been discussed, there is a suggestion that witing 

becomes less geographically oriented as the Iitenry tradition in a place matures.' In 

inteniews with boih van Herk and Vanderhaeghe, this topic was broached. If, as a 

region's literary tradition matures, the tendency is to move away fiom more localized 

issues such as landscape and the importance of place, then it would follow that more 

contemporq wrïters' work is Iess likely to express the region's identity. in interviews 

with both van Herk and Vanderhaeghe, opinions on this theocy were expressed Both 

authors agreed that the re@on's literary tradition has evolved On the other hanci, 

Antha van Herk asxrts that identification of setting is important in the West, and will 

1 ...-th a van Herk, personai interview, ~Monday. November3. 1997,3:00 P U  
See Chapter 2. Note 4. 



always remain s a 3  Guy Vanderhaeghe differentiates behveen early and conternporary 

writen on this point: he beiieves that, as pan of a necessary process, early writers such 

as W.O. Mitchell had to assert that their place was worth writing about Thus, much of 

their writing was devoted to 'documentary' accounts of their place. As the literary 

tradition evoives, however, more issues and themes are understood in the iiterature, and 

therefore do not need to be foregrounded. Now that the preoccupation with place is 

declining, there is more opponunity to achieve what he calls "a truer balance between 

the elements of fiction." He concludes, though, that every writer's work is intimately 

connected with setting and place." "Home" is something that always seeps into the 

wïter's creation. 

Both authors are at 'home' in their respective provinces. Aritha van Herkts 

identity is undoubtedly tied to the West. Her reasons for remaininç in Alberta are most 

eloquently expressed in her autobiographical tes, Places Far From Ellesmere: "Why 

go away when everything is here? Decrementai: Canada, the West, prairie, Alberta, the 

south, Calgary: a houe  nonhwest, room, chair wi-thin the room, the molecuies of 

breath (an address).'" While she daims she feels as much at home in Saskatchewan in 

~ l b e r d ,  she can k l  subtle differences between them. She makes a notable distinction 

in her definition of -the West": "Saskatchewan isn't quite ail the way West, but it is al1 

the way In so sayinç, it seems that she is, as has been noted before in 

O' Hagan's wrîting, substituting the Wesr for Albertu. Vanderhaeghe is more aware of 

the differences between the western provinces: "1 am a Western Canadian, but L am a 

3 intervîew with van Herk 
Guy Vanderhaeghe, perronal inteniew, Thursday. November 6. 1997.I:ûû PM. 
Van Herk Places Far From Ellesmere (Red Deer Red Deer College Press. 1990). p. 57. 



padcular Western Canadian, from ~askatchewan.'" He believes that comments such 

as Aritha's are partly caused by Alberta's position on the western periphery of the 

prairies. Saskatchewan, on the other hanci, is more aware of the different aspects of the 

"West7' because of its position between its neighbouring prairie provinces.' He 

describes Saskatchewan as a sort of f u q  area where the west beçins and the eastem 

influence diminishes. He has chosen to remain in Saskatchewan for several reasons: 

first, it is the root and source of what he wn'tes; second, he believes that what one writes 

about is conditioned by childhood,'' and to avoid being frozen into writing only about 

his childhood, he chose to stay in Saskatchewan in order to absorb the changes in 

society, and to expand his subject base; third, he found larger centres and their writing 

communities too distrading; and most importantly, Saskatchewan is "home"- 

Vanderhaeghe has an intimate connenion to the landscape, the society, and its people." 

The interviews provided more than insight into the authors- reasons for 

remaining on the prairies; thry also revealed van Herk's and Vanderhaeghe' s persona1 

politics, which are açain tied to their province/region. Aritha van Herk includes several 

defining rlements in what she considen her politics: feminism, regionalism ("the West 

as a different space"), ethnicity, culture, and class. While Vanderhaeghe links 

governent and the wn-ting community in Saskatchewan, van Herk identifies more 

with her writing community than with the Alberta governrnent and Albenas political 

~~~~~ 

4 .As opposed to eastern dies  and regions Van Herk claims to be particuIarly "ami-Toronto". From 
interview, Novernber 3. 
Van Herk interview. 
' Vanderhaeghe, interview- 
9 Vanderhae&e uses RusseL Manitoba as an exampIe. Despite its position on the border between 
Saskatchewan and Aibert* very near to where Guy Vanderhaeghe grew up, he daims that "Russei 
seemed very eastern, an Ontario tom" Vanderhaeghe, interview- 
10 A sentiment secondeci by van Herk She claims that in order to have your identity attached to the 
prairiet >ou need the nrral space set in you very d q l y  when you are very young" Van Herk, interview. 



history. " Both van Herk and Vanderhaeghe agree on specific identifjmg differences 

beîsveen Saskatchewan and Alberta such as the coopentivz ethic versus a more 

individualistic, entrepreneurial spirit respectively. Vanderhaeghe has suggested that the 

political differences between Saskatchewan and Alberta "bleed over into the writinç 

community." Such differences are evident in van Herk's decision to oppose her 

govemment not by moving, but by -standing and fighting' (as an individual)." 

Vanderhaeghe, in conrrast, insists that even Saskatchewan's writing orçanizations 

reflect Saskatchewan's CO-operat ive tradition. '' 
Despite the authon' varied personaiities and interests, their views on region and 

province seem consistent. While van Herk voices her identity through the 'West', hrr 

West is limited to her own eqxrience, a.k.a. Albem Vanderhaeghe is more open with 

his provincial orientations, although he does not deny his western Canadianness. Both 

are -'adamant regionalists"", and both agree on the characteristics inherent in 

Saskatchewan and Alberta. Hence, the paradox of the prairie provinces being sirnilar, 

yet not the same, continues. From here, we must determine how the politics of Afitha 

van Herk and Guy Vanderhaeghe are e.xpressed through t heir wn-ting. 

ff. Literature, Landscape and Politics 

The importance of the landscape in prairie literature is said to be in decline. 

While its sigificance is waning compared to what it was during the fint half of the 

" Vanderhaeghe. interview. 
'' Van He& interview. 
'3 ibid. 
14 Vanderhaeghe claims that fiom his point of view, Saskatchewan's h n g  community is much more 
supportive and internally hannonious ('CO-operative') than those in other provinces. He adrnits that his 
opinion i s  mereiy an observation Vanderhaeghe. intemiew. 
'- Van He* irnerview. 



century, it has not disappeared completely. Guy Vanderhaeghe has tried to remove 

excessive landscape imagery fiom his witing yet he adrnits that the landscape in 

Saskatchewan has shaped hirn psychologically, that it gves him a sense of Freedom, as 

opposed to the claustrophobie feeling sometimes associated w'th urban or alpine 

settinçs. '"ince the landscape h a .  had such a strong impact on Vanderhaeghe's 

development, it follows that despite his efforts to avoid it in his witing, its legacy 

remains. This stniçgle is evident in The Enrrlishman's Bov. 

One of the stronçest themes in Vanderbaeghe's iatest novel is that ofZeitgeisi, 

the spirit of the age. " In a novel that Vanderhaeshe himself describes as cinematic, 

and thus more focused on Imdscape than his other worksl" his expianation of Zriigeisi 

supports his belief that the Iandscape has a powefil effect on his psychological 

development. It is part of the 'historical forces' that mate  the man he is: 

The more 1 meditated upon my father's life the more 1 came to 
understand that every man is the servant of historical forces-that no 
man can deny the spirit of his age, any more than a fish can renounce the 
water for the lard But the fishes which know the currents, the pools, 
and the eddies of the stream they inhabit, these are the tishes who 
increase their chances of survival. And so do the men who fmiliarïze 
thernselves with the currents of the age to which they are confined. That 
1 was determined to do. 

Part of sumiving in m l  Saskatchewan is learning to tind a place for yourself on and in 

the land. Denying one's place of ongin is similar to denying the spirit of her/his age, 

since one's place carries with it a 'spirit', as does the age. In the novel, Harry Vincent 

has farniliarized himself with the currents of his age. but he tries to deny the spirit of his 

16 Vanderhaegfie. Interview. 
17 Guy Vanderbeghe. ïhe  Endishman's Boy (Toronto: McCIelland & Stewart inc., 1996)- p. 102. 
IS Vanderhaeghe. interview. 
" Vanderhaeghe. Endishman 's Bov, p. 103. 



region. This leads to the literary expression of Vanderhaeghe's stniggle with 

landscape. 

As a Canadian (from Saskatoon) who escapes to Hollywood, Vincent tries to 

ignore his place. his "home," which is tied to the land. When he is asked why he 

believes that he, a Canadian, can "teach Amencans how to be American" throuçh the 

ail-American film, he retorts: 

Because 1 chose this place. And I'm not the only one in Hollywood. 
Arnerica's Sweetheart, Mary Pickford, \vas bom in Toronto; Louis B. 
Mayer came €rom Saint John, New Brunswick; Mack Sennett was 
raised in Quebec. Canada im't a country at al[, it's simply çeography. 
There7s no emotion there, not the kind that Chance is talking about. 
There are no Whitmans, no Twains, no Cranes. Hal€ the English 
Canadians wish they were r d &  English, and the other half wish they 
were Arnericans. If you're going to be anythinç, you have to choose. 
Even Catholics don't regard Limbo as something permanent. I 
remernber when the ice used to break up on the South Saskatchewan. 
We'd b r  woken up in Our beds in the middle of the night by a noise like 
an artillery barrage, you could hear it al1 over the citv, a geai crashing 
and roaring as the ice broke apart and began to move downriver. At first 
Iight, everybody would rush out to watch. Hundreds of people gathered 
on the riverbanks on a cold spting moming, the whole river fracturing, 
the water smoking up through the cracks, geat plates of ice grinding and 
nibbinç açainst the piles of the bridge with a desperate moan. It always 
rxcited me as a kid I shook with excitement, shook with the ecstasy of 
movement We al1 cheered M a t  we were cheering nobody knew. But 
now, here, when I listen to Chance, maybe I understand that my memory 
is the truest picture oFmy country, bystanden huddled on a riverbank 
cheering as the world sweeps by. In our hearts we preferred the 
riverbank, preferred to be spectators, preferred to live our liale moment 
of excitement and then forget it. Chance doesn't want Arnerïcans to 
forget to keep moving I don3 think that's ignoble." 

What Vincent does not redize at first is that he cannot choose his place any more than 

he can choose the age in which he [ives, and that both have irreversible effects on who 

he becomes. To use his own analogy, he cannot choose his identification with z place 

any more than a fish can choose land over water. By the end of the novel, he has 



changed his opinion. He rnoves "home", and sees the river again with a new 

appreciation: 

Living beside the river has taught me something about change. Paved 
white with snow and ice in winter, slack and brown in summer, the river 
is ntver the same. As a boy, i had rushed down to it only in its moments 
of crisis, when it ripped apart and roared, shattered while I stood on the 
bank, shaking with excitement. The apocalypse has its attractions." 

He has accepted his place as a part of him, and in doing so, has made some important 

contributions to the snidy of Saskatchewan and Alberta identities. While he admits that 

he is drawn to the idea of the "apocalypse," h r  reaiizes there is more to his existence 

than waiting for the occasional cataclysm; the quiet moments, just living, is what he 

appreciates. We can stretch this conclusion to suggest that it is linked to his ingained 

Saskatchewan identity, which is too pragrnatic to follow the apocalypse, despite its 

attractions- 

The Enelishman's Bov expresses a stniggle against the importance of landscape 

and a final acceptance of i t  Elsewhere in Vanderhaeghe?~ works is other more typical 

imaçery involving landscape. Some of his earlier images are stark and forbidding, 

Following the traditional theme of man against the harsh elements. The tim scene in 

Hornesick is an old man3 dream set in a fieezing and threatening winter landscape on a 

prairie lake: 

When the sun finally rises, so does the wind, bitter and cutting. 
On the iake there is no place to escape it, no trers, no sheds, no biuffs to 
hunker d o m  and hide behind On the lake there is only fiamess, a 
nishing space that squeezes the eyes into a squint- 

There it is now, the first long drawn-out sigh of breath tumbiing 
over the hills, the faint breeze setting snow snakes wri-thing out over the 
ice and hard-packed drifts to meet thern. By fits and starts the wind 
gathen force, the skirts of coars billow and snap, its fierce touch 



penetrates every layer of clothing, drives nails of cold through coveralls, 
trousen, woollen cornbinations. It mises gooseflesh and tears the manes 
of the horses into ragged, whipping flags. It pounds the drumskins of 
tightly drawn parka hoods." 

While focused on the Iake rather than the land itself, the images of flatness, so common 

in prairie literature, are panmount. There is little romance in this represcntation of the 

Iandscape, except for his admission of its power over man. 

Any positive representations of the land are linked to agiculture. On close 

examination, these passages are not romantic, but realistic-the people on the prairies 

rely on the land for survival, so they are irrevocably tied to it despite its harshness. 

Vanderhaeghe points out the attachment which rnembers of the rural community feel 

for the land in "Home Place": "What Gil never confided to his wife was that he feIt 

more present in the land than he did in his own flesh, his own body. Apart from it he 

had no real existence. When he looked in a mirror he stood at a yeat distance from 

what he regarded, but with the land it was different. Al1 that he had emptied OF hirnself 

into it, he re~o~nized ." '~  The land's power is portrayed through a different perspective 

in -The Expatriates' Party." In it, a teacher in rural Saskatchewan during the 

Depression discovers the -country FolkY need for productive landscape image.: 

It was an accident his giving them what country folk wanted: a 
vision of water, of fecundity, of transparent plenty. He would never 
have planned ic h e  would have considered the idea cruel. 

How still they had gone when he read: 
On either side the river lie. 
Long fields of bariey and rye, 
That cIothe the woId and meet the sky; 
And tfiro' the field the road niris by 

To many-towered ~amelot?~ 

rt - t'anderhaeghe, Homesick (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart inc., 1989), p. 9. 
~3 Guy Vanderhaeghe 'Home Placew in Thinss As Thw Are? (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc.. 
1992). p. 173. 
f< Vanderhaeghe -The Euparriates' Party7 in Man Descendin3 (Toronto: Stoddart Publishïng Co. 
Limited, 1982). p. 154-155. 



In a time when the inhabitants of rural Saskatchewan were watching their land thirst for 

water, they were just as thirsty for images of water, of k h  soi1 and healthy crops. 

Vanderhaeçhe's rornanticization of the landscape seems to go only as far as implying 

hope. .@ 

Aritha van Herk takes a different approach to the landscape-one that is tied to 

both her identity as an Albertan and as a woman. In her interview, she denies the 

traditional view of the prairie as flat and banen. The landscûpe to van Herk is not a 

negative image at all, but a very rich one. In "Prairie as Flat as.. . -, an essay 

c hallenging the typical approac h to prairie landscape, van Herk argues: 

.. . that one would see the Canadian prairie as Bat reveals a terribly 
myopic view o f  the secret and undulating world around us. 1 do not 
believe in the flatness of the prairie but in its hidden and sinuating folds; 
and perhaps I am able to believe and wrîte it as udflat only because of 
the established archrtypes, the images that litenture has worked through 
on its joumey to what has now become an upthnist and earthquake 

Van Herk carries her argument past challengïnç the archetypa1 view of the prairie as 

flat: she suggests that this is an image created by men who, in creating a male literary 

tradition, have ignored the ferninine aspects of prairie: 

in the real West, men are men, and life a stem test of man's real 
attributes. The fabnc of this living breathing landscape has been 
masculinized in art, descriptive passages of a land instinctively fernale 
perceived by a jaundiced male eye. Description, description, and more 
description, an overlooking Prudence, camion. They are diaid to enter 
the landscape. They descnie it instead To get inside a landscape, one 
needs to @ve up vantage, gïve up the advantage of scene and vision and 
enter it To know prairie, one has to stop looking at prairie and dive. 

The prairie might have been indifferent to human passage but it 
had an undeniable impact Grove's essentiai conflicts between human 
desire and the stubbom resistance of nature centred on i t  So did the 
patriarchd view of the prairie as 'a clean naked land where a man might 

-4rÏtba van Herk "Prairie as Flat as ...' in A Frozen Ton- (Sydney: Dangaroo Press. 1992) 



make his own way in his own way, rear his family, woehip his gods, 
chensh the customs of his fathen while evading their oppressions, and 
[ive in peace with his fellow men.' Man, man, man. The land was 
blameless but man draçged his baggage with him. The prairie, in 
bondaçe to an image, remained indifferent. 

Collins, Connor, Grove, Stead, Ross. Ross trieci, in As For hfe 
mcl lLîj Home tried to enter a woman as a means of entering the prairie, 
but she is impossibly male and her dilemma is artificial ly solved, by 
another woman dying in childbirth. Death seemed the only entrance. 
After them came the spiritually ambitious. Mitchell: a boy and his dog 
and death on the prairie. The prairie, indifferent. And Rudy Wiebe: 'To 
touch this land with words requires an architectural structure; to break 
into the space of the reader's mind with the space of this western 
landscape and the people in it you must build a structure of fiction like 
an engineer builds a bridge or a skyscraper over and into space.. . . You 
must Iay geat black steel lines of fiction, break up that space with huge 
design'. He begins well, his idea initiaily right, but the metaphor is 
male, impossibly male, without entrance. This landscape has been 
gamkoned by the art that represents i t  Man and his straight line-steel, 
yet-horizontal world cannot contain or even predicate the fernale curve 
of the prairie, let alone enter it? 

Van Herk's essays are more direct venions of concepts that have found their way into 

her fiction, 

In No Fked Address: An Amorous Joumev, the heroine travels around Alberta 

selling women's underwear. Such a setting provides ample opportunity for the 

intrusion of van Herk's views on Alberta's landscape. Arachne's first giirnpse of the 

prairie leaves her awestnick: 

Field, Lake Louise, Banff, Canmore. As the mountains drop 
behind them and they level down, the sky fiils with prairie, the 
immutable shape of the plain spread out like an embodied mirage. There 
is nothing Arachne can Say, she is caught between her surprise and a 
sudden wrench to be part of this undulating plate of land. 

"Prairie. I've never seen prairie before." She tums to km, hem 
herself with cautious horror. -1s Calgary like this?" 

Tes." 

Van He* &Women Writers and the Prairie: Spies in an Indifferent Landscape* in A Frozen Tonwe, 
p. 141-143 



9 can live there."" 

Other images in the te.- are incredibly rich. Even in the most barren of months, 

Arachne is amazed at the richness and sensuaIity of the landscape: 

It is the end of November, a fall tonmd by its own brilliance, the great 
plain unrolling itself in an orgy of gold. The sky's bowl, the 
diagrammed fields, even the Roches shimmer gold. Arachne is di- 
with it, the sun that should have been chilled by Novernber swamping 
her with warmth, a steady drone of combines undertoning the days with 
the sweet dust of grain chaff hanging over all, a smell so exuavagantly 
heavy it seems dispened by another deity, drifted d o m  From an era 
when bare-legged women toss baskets of wheat against the sky to 
winnow gain from ch& The busied combines, heat and heaviness 
swarm the car, it seems to iake forever to reach  ant ton." 

Again, foilow*ng the theory she set forth in her essays, van Herk cûm-es it one step 

further, asseninç the -ferninine curves' of the prairie in a new, ferninine, prairie 

archetype: the Wiid Woman: 

And there they find the Wild Woman, hrr stone outline spread to 
infinite slq, to a prairie grassland's suggestion of paradise, a woman 
open-aned on the highest hi11 in that world. They trace her outline: 
arms, amulet, haïr, teeth, skirt, breasts, feet. Arachne stands behveen her 
leçs. Her face speaks, the welcome gesture of arms, the amuiet's 
adornment, the breasts so ft curves, imrnensely eloquent Arachne's 
srnail shadow fails whhin the woman's shape, the stone-shaped wornan. 
She stretches out inside the wornan, lies within the Stones on her back 
beneath that wheeting sky, arms outtlung tike the woman's, her head 
circled in a cushion of breas~ '~ 

Aritha van Herk7s Ferninist identity creates a ferninine archetype atypical of the male 

literary tradition to express her own reading of the prairie; however, her provincial 

identity creates an impression of lushness and richness, full of smells and coioun and 

brightness which are atypical of the Saskatchewan literary nadition 

" Van Herk No Fixeci Address: An Amornus lowney (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Limiteâ, 
l986), p. 10L 

ibid.. p. 186. 
ibid., p. 231 



Setting aside gender differences, Vanderhaeghe and van Herk display 

charactensrics in their identities which are provincial in nature, particularly in their 

views on prairie landscape. Vanderhaeghe's view, which fits van Herk's description of 

a male perspective on the prairie, is also pragrnatic and realistic, a characteristic of his 

provincial identity. Van Herk's, on the other hanci, romanticizes the landscape, and 

ferninîzes it so that she has a place in it and its traditions. In David Carpenter's essay 

cornparhg Saskatchewan and Alberta fiction, he includes escape and prosperity along 

with romance, comparecf to pragmatism and SUM-val in Saskatchewan. These elements 

are also evident in van Herk's wt3ing, and comparable to Vanderhaeghe's. 

HI. Economy: Prosperity versus Survival 

Both van Herk and Vanderhaeghe show awareness of the rconomy of their 

respective provinces. Van Herk's images are almost invarÏabIy ones of money and 

prosperity, while Guy Vanderhaeghe's are less material, and concemed rnerely with 

survival. Both embrace workng class situations-Arachne grew up in a blue collar 

family in eastside of Vancouver. and Guy Vanderhaeghe's short stories are oRen about 

labourers and farmers in Saskatchewan. However, Arachne escapes her life, while 

Vanderhaeghe's characters seemed destined at worst for failure, and at best, to continue 

theîr meagre existence with merely a shadow of hope. 

Places far fiom Ellesmere is a text that comments on Calgary3 economic 

histoq. [ts history, and its present cannot be disentangled from the importance of 

money : 

The deciensions of Calgary in& on money, although money 
rejects declension (banliing itself, receivable). 



Abattoirs and railway yards, oïl offices (of course}. Not derricks 
and pipelines but the bureaus, departments of and sections and divisions 
glued together in a scraper of intention, the crooked teeth of tilted 
buildings harbouring ambition, short-sightedness (Frdtions). And 
rnoney ' s occupations 1 ive their own short-lived iives. 

Abattoirs have become Meatpackers and their ofFshoot markets, 
although Slaughter Houses are delicately mentioned and renamed. Beef 
Packers always specialists now geeneralized but the nockyards, their 
high leathery smell al1 through the southeast (Burns Avenue, the fint 
millionaire). Effaced into the Stock Exchange, srna11 as it is. Still, 
despite unlisting, the stock yards retain their labyrinth, spnwl over their 
own nilway mesh bawling and dusty, a s w m  of Hereford backs on 
weekdays, buyers and auctioneers (many, many, as always} converging 
on the hi&-slatted trucks that roll in kom the south and the east and the 
West, 

Shoe leather. Tanneries have given way to tanning salons 
(despite 2207 houn of shine per year) and the hides of al1 the 
slaughtered animais are shipped away, east Their bones gound into 
krtilizer. A different cominç to the garden, underground. Ho, although 
undertalcers have become hneral directors (and a good many too), 
embalmers Ion between elocution and embassies (not one). Shall we 
presume that there are none, that there is no rnoney in the business (of 
death)? 

But ah' blacksmiths there were (many) now only three, 
specializing in jackharnmer points, then in horses. Hoae Dealers then 
too (many) and still a few, but wïthout the penonalitv, the checked 
jacket and rakish cap, the trick with a foreleg and a burr. Who hung 
around the shooting gallery (one), now obscured behind some other 
muffled sound, distant boom still hangs in quiet evenings, despite the 
range, despite the earphones and the cardboard men. And Gun Shops 
thrive, their wares behind flybiown windows (Al1 Stones End). 

Galleries are othenÿise, under art, the two aRists proudly listed in 
19 10 are commercial and designer now, and follow artificiai limbs. 
Scenic artists vanished utterly, scenes too. And those cynical suspect a 
loss of purity, how barbers have become hair stylists and boot blacks 
shoe shine agencies, haberdashers lost themselves in department stores 
and hat reblockers (many) become the one hat renovator, who 
presumably rebuilds from the skull up. 

Dressmakers have altered themselves to designers, clothiers, 
tailon and fashion consultants. And somehow you are certain this is no 
longer the safie occupation of mildewing maidens who stitch behind the 
safely drawn curtains waiting for spinsterhood to pas. Aithough gioves 
and rnittens are the same. So much for everyday. 

So much for everyday. Money talks. 
What about the coffee roasters (machines instead of persans), the 

fire escape maken (completely lonely), Bible depots (proselytited), the 



mince meat manufacturen, the oyster dealers (prairie and pacific), piano 
polishen (with soft cloth and a gleaming eye), Turkish baths, milk 
dealers? Dealers in-an interrupted need. the needing seMce changed. 
Who c m  Say which cornes fim, money or the source. There will, it 
seems, always be a cal1 for billiards and dentists and collection agencies. 
For interpreters and transistors (although the one Geman translater in 
19 10 could hardly have credited the tongues unleashed now, would have 
opened an agency-gonr crazy w-th delight in one word7s inability to 
understand another). 

There's money to be made. The new languages of the world cal1 
and laundries do their best to keep you clean; nurses keep you well; 
wedding cakes persist. Amas tread their passions. 

The quanies (NO, o f  sandstone, long used up and closed) of 
money continue; and the once six surveyors have expanded al1 
categories: Aerial, Alberta, Consmiction, Inertial, Manne, Offshore, 
Seismic. Surveyors and pweyon, a measurinç and a countinç, a 
weighing out. 

As For plcasure, beyond the lost Turkish baths, the restaurants 
have always been Chinese: the theatres (the Drearnland, the Empire, the 
Lyric, the Orpheum, the Princess, the Starland) amalgamated filmic 
frames; the Orchestras and Bands (the Calgary Coloured Quartet) play 
on. Pleasure domes increase. 

The boarding houses have a11 closed. 
In this iconography of money, you are sharply divided. There 

are those who collect and those who will not, those who scom to stoop 
for the quarteron the sidewalk and those w h o  hoard, stuff mattresses 
(rernember winter). There are seasons of money, houses bought and 
sold and never lived in, land surveyed into inches, buildings flooring 
themselves into Babel, Even when the cranes are abandoned and the 
vacant lots blow dus& the hoarding gaping and permanent, there is a 
season on money, that season when the secret hand w-tes a well- 
concealed cheque buying speculation and aspiration, banking on ugly 
phrases: real estate market, retail space, oil and gas futures, the property 
of mercy for lease. 

Like death, money leaves, pretends it never lived here, and the 
rusty cranes and empty buildings fold and whisper on thernselves, in the 
nistling silence o f  Calgary's own seduction and abandonment What's 
to be rxpected whonng after strange futures? Still, beautifid enough for 
the next one to be caught, to hesitate and wager this or that against the 
lure of profit Despite the office owners camped out on their unrented 
carpets, the bath shops-sold out of gold-plated faucets. 

The declension of money is measurement How much/how 
long/how old/how big? Your love of money is a fkisson of pleasure to 
large-numbered years. The celebratïon of invented annivenaries. 
Economic intentions signed, seaied, delivered Stnick a deal. Al1 those 



Americans. Peter Prince and the Eau Claire and Bow River Lumber 
Company ( 1886). Amencan Hill. 

Obsessed with profession and ambition and not enough low- 
brow back-sliding pleasure-taking pleasure. Longing for Golden 
Fridays and the complimentaiy car, an in-car phone, a pull-out couch. 
EtemaI happy hours. 

Grit-blovm monoliths bounce measured hours of sunlight From 
their golden glass and stand for death, another Stonehenge in haphazard 
phalanv between Bow River and CPR Racks, (compressed) between two 
insoluble immovable configurations. Hanging there, in their moments 
of aspiration, the cnnes wait for another boom to announce itself, 
another graveyard to rear headstones." 

Material goods and materiai gain have been the basis of Calgary's development. Even 

art is considered a commodity-only valuable if it can bc assigned a price. In the 

iotcm-ew with van Herk, she supports this opinion in a comparison between 

Saskatchewan and Alberta: she daims that there is a boosterisrn, an entrepreneurid 

spirit that is innate in Alberta but does not e'àst in Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan, in 

contras& is lrss material, more çenerous.'' Guy Vanderhaeghe's work offers exmples 

of Saskatchewan residents' rconomic approaches. 

Money, of course, is an important factor in the quality of life, and what one 

finds imponant. Vanderhaeghe shows his awareness of the changes in Saskatchewan's 

society during more affluent years. In "The Expaniates' Partyo', the teacher who çives 

midents visions of water during the Depression notices a shift when the economy and 

the weather improve: 

And gradually, with each of the succeeding thi-rty-odd yean of srnail 
towns and stitling classrooms, these visions of refreshment sustained 
him, although the poeay stopped working for the students. He came to 
the conclusion that they no longer needed it or wanted i t  With 
prosperity, their dreams became more elaborate, more opulent, less 

30 Van Herk Places Far From Ellesmere (Red Deer Red Deer CoIlege Press, 1990)- p. 62-66. 
'' Van Herk interview and Vanderfiaepbe ÏnteMew. 



dictated by peculiar circumstances. Their desires were the conventional 
lusts of a consumer society3' 

Even in the most prosperous of times in Saskatchewan, however, there remains a 

difference between its inhabitants' view of the importance of money and that of 

Albertans'. 

In Homesick, one of Vanderhaeghe's characters is Alec Monkman, an ageing 

oumer of several businesses in a small Saskatchewan town. While he is considered one 

of the wealthier people in town, his view of business is not a particularly ambitious one: 

The books and taxes he lefi to Cooper the accountant. But the çarden 
was different Perhaps it was e,uperience teaching him, teaching the man 
who had em barked on a nrw career late in Life and out of drspair, that 
there \as more challenge to keepinç life in cabbages and onions than in 
keeping it in a movie theatre or hardware store. Over the y e m  he had 
learned that in a small place like Connaught it was hard to go badly 
wrong in business. Because if it had been easy, he would have been 
finished long ago. No, al1 that was necessaq was to see that the mots of 
an enterprise were firmly set. That done, in the absence of any real 
cornpetition it could hardly fail to survive. Maybe not flourish, none of 
his businesses had really flourished, but they had al1 suMved and that 
was enough for him. Unlike a plant, a shop or store needed no strong 
encouragement to live; once established it took a fool or act of God to 
kill it. But gardens he had found were a different matter. A man had to 
breathe some of his own Iife into a garden. A garden knew no other aid 
or kindness in this hard place of shattering hail and scorching heat, 
uprooting wind and early killing Frost, except that which a man could 
~ffer. '~ 

The important things that require effort in Monkman's world are living things that grow 

fiom his own effort, a d  are derived from the Iand Kis behaviour in the town also does 

nothinp to suggest that his economic success is one of his top prïorities. Several times 

throughout the novel, Monkman's daughter Vera gets angry with hirn for spending 

Christmas feeding al1 the poor men and the vagabonds that show up on his doomep, 

- - - - .- 

'' Vanderhaeghe. The E~parriates' Party7 in Mm Descending. 
'' Vanderhaes&, Homesick p. 35. 



taking full advantage of Monkrnan's generosity. As long as he has enough to get by, 

Monkman has no qualms about sharing his weaith. 

Vanderhaeçhe harbours another economic concem that is essential to the snidy 

of prairie identity: the shift in txonomic focus from rural to urban. Both van Hrrk and 

Vanderhaeghe, in their interviews, noted the effect ofthe rural community on the 

developrnent of identities. Prairie identity, which has already been show to be closely 

Linked to landscape, is attached to the iirural space"" that contains the landscape. 

Vanderhaeghe suggests in his interview that as people begîn to move to the city, the 

unique prairie expenence may be muted, since urban lire is more genrric throughout 

western societies. However, he also notes that the political and social culture has 

already been developed within that rural space, and residues rernain from the prairie's 

historically rural e~perience.'~ These remnants are evident in another of 

Vanderhaeghe's short stories: 

Joseph knows the dificulty of unlearning the things you were 
tau& as a kid-he's been tqing to do it for nearly hventy years. Still 
he  backslides, caught i n  the current of his fatheis assumptions like a 
mdderless boat Take the question of toughess' grit, physicai courage. 
Joseph Kelsey's colleapes condescend to any such notions as the last 
refuge of the pitiably stupid and primitive, the resort of macho 
Neanderthais with brains the size of peas and exaggerated testosterone 
levelsfootball players or men Iike Oliver North and Gordon Liddy. 
They prefer moral courage, the variety of bravery on which intellectuals 
have a corner of the market 

Joseph has to concede that physical courage is inferior to moral 
courage. Nevertheless h e  oRen feels the oeed to play the devil's 
advocate, the devii prompting this reaction being his rooster-tough old 
man. Joseph wants to argue: But isn't physical courage sometimes a 
precondition of moral courage? Was moral courage in Hitler's Gerrnany 
or Stalin's Russia possible without physicaI courage, without the guts to 
face the piano wire, the fist in the face, the boot in the groin, wone? 
When smug self-congratulation is in full spate in the facuity club lounge 

'J Van He& interview. 
'' Vanderhade. interview. 



he is tempted to Say, "Let's remember that it wasn't Heidegger who tried 
to blow up Adolf Hitler, it was a m y  oficer~.' '~ 

This respect for physical courage, for staying tough is a trait whic h both Vanderhaeghe 

and Van Herk translate into prairie identity in the form of pride, seltsreliance, and the 

ability to endure. Van Herk cites her own stubbornness as a prairie trait that 

encourages her to stand and fight nther than l ave  her province in the face of political 

adversity. In Judith, van Herk pomays the increase in persona1 strength that Judith 

gains by moving from the city back to the country: '.And there, in the rniddle of that 

€armer's town, she felt a sudden surge of self-reliance, a small spun of self-respect that 

gave hcr an instant and bdiant hope. So that she could &ord to ignore thcm, the 

pople around her. s he had herself and that was en~ugh.'"~ Several of Vanderhaeghe's 

characters show similar characteristics, 

Vera Miller is a character which has intemalized the archetype of prairie pnde 

and stubbomness. She has avoided her father, Alec Monhan, for nineteen yean, and 

only manages to swallow her pride when she believes that her son needs to move out of 

the city to gow up properly: 

Daniel, Daniel, after al1 those years holding out, you make me 
beg for help. The pickle you got yourself into, behaving like that I 
swore I'd never do it. 1 swore I'd never go back to Comaught I swore 
L'd never ask the old man for a nickel or a blessing. There's not many 
people keep a promise they made at nineteen as long as 1 did- And I'd 
hl1 be keeping it if you hadn't gone off the rails on me. 

I'm not like some people; I'm not good at swallowing my pride. 
it aich in my throat- h n n y  how some people have no notion of 
ende.'' 

" Vanderhaeghe, -Man on HonebackT in Thinss As Thev Are?. p. 4546. 
* Van Herk Judith (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart LimirecL L978). p. 50-5 1. 
38 Vanderhqhe, Homesick, p. 16. 



Vera links the necessity of pride to survival. She believes that without it, she codd 

never have supponed herself and her son doing menial jobs for as long as she did: 

Vera Miller is pride. That's what I am, pure and simple. 
Because without pnde and hope, how did I ever make it this far? How 
else did 1 drudge at all those shitty jobs ail those years-chambermaid, 
practical nurse, checkout girLwithout letting rnyself think I was 
nothing but those things-chamberrnaid, practical nune, checkout girl? 

One thing, I never surrendered my dignity. 1 did my job but you 
never caught me kissing the boss's ass, or pretending to his face that I 
was eternally gateful for the big favour of king allowed to work for 
hirn.j9 

Such a reliance on stubborn will is a traît which seems linked to the prairie experience 

and prairie identity. M e r  growing up in such a harsh place, there are certain traits an 

individual needs in order to be sure that she/he c m  rely on hedhimself to sumive 

'Stubbomness and grit' are hvo characteristics on which both Vanderhaeghe 

and Van Herk agee. While their characters' concepts of money vary in accordance to 

their provincial identifications of economics and wealth, the people are similar in rnany 

aspects. These similarities are derived h m  the values that living in such a great rural 

space has impressed on them. There is, however, a ciifference in those people's 

expectations that corresponds in many respects to economic ciifferences. Some of these 

van-ed expectations are evident in the duality between romance and realism, suMvaI 

and prosperity, which are also evident in Vanderhaeghe's and van Herk's novels. 

N. Realism and Romance 

The "Promised Land" has k e n  a contiming theme throughout this mdy, 

whether focussing on religious imagery, or simply escape. Aritha van Herk and Guy 



Vanderhaeghe address both these issues in their texts. Again, a separation occurç 

between their works. Vanderhaeghe embraces realism, and his characten are almost 

invanably confronted with and forced to accept a stark reality. In one of 

Vanderhaeghe's short stories, he  notes, 'The oldest aory is the story of flight, the 

search for greener pastures. But the pastures we flee, no matter how brown and 

blighted-these travel with us; they can't be e~caped.'~' Van Herk's characters, on the 

other hand, are continually offered and continually accept escape. They leave their 

stark realities behind and take a better offer." Religion plays a role in the theme of 

escape as well. Apocalyptic and firndamentalist interpretations of the Bible suggest an 

escape while more pragnatic readings do not. Thus, fiom less direct relig'ous themes 

to more overt themes of escape or survival, van Herk and Vanderhaeghe again suggea 

provincial variations in their work 

Guy Vanderhaeghe suggests that like the eflect of the landscape, religion is 

declining in importance. In his intewiew he claims that his interest in religion is purely 

curious in nature, since h e  was not raised in a religious household. He uses religion in 

his texts in a way that questions the fundamentai values often tied to it Such a secular 

approach to the Bible and religion supports David Carpenter's division of 

Saskatchewan and Alberta into the 'pragmatic reIigion of cooperation' and 'romantic 

non-realities and F a t  expectations'. Vanderhaeghe uses bom-again Chnstians and 

Fundamentdists as characters, but ody to examine them, and to question their beliefs. 

One disnirbing example of this is in "How the Story Ends". An old man who is a bom- 

again Christian bem'ends his great-nephew, and teaches him the story of Abraham and 

39 ibid., p. L7- 
40 Vanderhaeghe, 'What 1 Learned Eom Caesar" in Man Descendin% p. 69. 



Isaac. The little boy i s  terribly disturtKd by the story, wondering why Isaac's father 

would consent to sacrifice him: 

"And because Abraham Ioved God," said Tollefson, "he would 
do anything God asked. No matter how hard." 

-'Would you?" 
T d  try very hard. We m u t  always try our hardest to please 

God. You mut  tw, Paul, because He loves you." 
"Did he love Isaac?" 
"Of course. He loves a11 his chiIdren," 
7 didn't like the story." 
"Oh, you didn't urfirst," said Tollefson, "because you didn't 

wait for the end. But everything came out al1 cight in the end, didn't it? 
That's the point." 

It didn't seem the point to Little Paul. It seemed to him that God, 
being who he was, could have as easil ended the story the other way. 
Thur, to Little Paul, seemed the point. JT 

When Little Paul's reaction to the story is mixed with the realities of living on a farm in 

Saskatchewan, the result is frightening. Little Paul and Tollefson are raising the pigs 

on the f m ,  and the boy has made pets of them. When faced with the day of slaughter, 

Linle Paul's fears get the best of him: 

"You talk to hm," said the boy, speaking very quickly, his face a 
strained mask. "You two got secrets from me. i taik and talk but he 
doesn't answer me what you got planned for me. I asked and asked and 
asked. But it's a secret. Why don't he tell me!" 

"Who?" said Tollefson, reaching for the boy, alarmed by the fear 
which had lain in the shallows of the child's eyes al1 those months, but 
w hich he recognized only then, for the fint tirne. 

-1s he hungry?" im lored Little Paul. "1s he hungry? Please, is 
that how the story ends? Al' 

Having taken the story of Isaac and Abraham literally, and knowing what happas to 

the pigs that get slaughtered, Little Paul concludes that God wants the same thing of 

linle boys such as Isaac, or Little Paul. Through the story, it seems that Vanderhaeghe 

41 When this reading of van Herk's texts was put forth ia ber interview, she readily agrexL 
" Vanderhaeghe. 'How the Story Endsn in Man Descendin% p. 64. 
" %id-. p. 68. 



points out the dangers of close, Iiteral readings of the Bible, and shows the damage that 

such a reading c m  cause. 

Vanderhaeghe takes a similar approach in Mv Present Aee. The main character 

is discussing how one of his old college buddies, whom his ex-wife believes is crary, 

has converted to a fundamentalist religion. Ed muses: 

'...The point is Sadler's fundamental nature. What you fail to 
understand is that he's the uitimate simplifier. The very antithesis of 
your bet-hedging, quibbling complicator. Sadler wants Truth with a 
capital T. He always did. And when he signed on with the Independent 
Pre-Mi Ilenial Church of God's First Chosen, or whatever they cal1 
themselves, he didn't go makinç his membeehip contingent on a bunch 
of mental reservations. No sir. He undemood that king one of God's 
First Chosen isn't easy. He swallowed it whole. 1 kind of admire 
that. 

Jus as in The Englishman's Bov, Vanderhaeghe's character acknowlrdçes the 

attraction orthe apocalypse and fundamentalism. while understanding that it is not a 

tnily viable option- 

h - t h a  van Herk is aware of a different energy in religion. in Places Far From 

Ellesmere, she notes the fundamentalist influences in her hometown, the Mennonites: 

"[a]n anabaptist influx tugging Edberg in another direction, thundering up the dusty 

road toward a place Iost to its intent another religion to compete with the Lutherans 

and the Baptists and the long-lost heathen. They built a church just past the railway 

mcks at the corner, two miles south oftown: edged ont0 the village a new gesture.45 

This is merely a passing phrase regarding furidamentalism. More important references 

refer not necessarily to religion, but to the Apocalypse. in her essay '&A Gentle 

Vanderhaeghe MY Presem Asze (Toronto: Macmillan ofCanada 1986), p. 3 2  
" Van He* Places Far From Ellesmere, p. 27. 



Circumcision'', she writes of the representation in prairie literature of the male virgin, 

with Biblical references: 

I come from the West, kingdom of the male virgin. I live and 
wite in the kingdom of the male virgin. To be female and not-virgin, 
making stones in the kingdom of the male virgin, is dangerous. You 
think this kingdom is imaginary? Try being a writer there. Try being a 
woman there. 

This West is a kingdom of discontent. This, the promised land, 
nill regrets Eden, and in that regret edges toward Apocalypse, denying 
the pastoni fiction that has been irnposed upon it from outside. The 
West is a fiction disintegating: a kingdom of male virgins who have 
never forgiven Eve for seducing thern? 

In this feminized reading of the Promised Land, van Herk again pornays a combination 

of feminist and regional identity. She continues the mix in her texts, which, while not 

containing any overt references to religion, cany on the tradition of the Promised Land. 

in each of van Herk's texts, there is a theme of movement, an escape. Ln Places 

Far From Ellesernere, she tics this need to move to Alberta's traditions: "Transient: 

the nornadic legacy of the ranchen, east of the north/south route of prehistoric man, 

balloons drift overhead Denizen: to live here y u  rnust move, although the stones 

command stillness, and the gass demands its own growing. Home is a movement, a 

quick tug at itself and it packs up?' Her charactes are forever rnoving, packing up. 

Judith escapes her secretanal job in the city and an affair with her boss to begin a pig 

46 Van Herk "A Gentfe Circumcision" in A Frozen Tonpue, p. 90. One of her exampIes fiom Robert 
Kroetsch's novel, The Work of iC[v Rûanng, is of parti*cular note on this topic. It coven seved of the 
issues mentioued so Far in this study, and I believe it fÙrther suggests ttiat, had this study been expandeci 
to indude more authors, such as Kroetsch, that the findings would only be more positive: 

Christ, you have to dream out here. You've sot to be half gooQ-just to stay sane. 
I' m a geat one for paradoz My reading of the Bible, 1 suppose; dying to be 

boni and ail that. But really, it isn't an easy place to live. Like when the wind blows 
black, when it's dry, you have to drive ail day with your Iights o n  Great 
electioneering weather. The fish lose their gills in this country. The gophers come up 
for a bite to e q  and they crawl ri@ into the air. (90) 

From p- 53 in W o r k  (Toronto: Macrniilan of Cana& 1966). It contains eIements of prairie humour. 
as well as W.O. Mitchell's themes of choosing to laugh or 90 ma& paradox and apocalypse- 
47 Van Herk Places Far From Ellesmere, p. 69. 



f a n  in rural Alberta; in The Tent Peq, J.L. escapes her academic career and the men 

who go with it to become a camp cook in the Yukon; Arachne, in No Fixed Address, 

firn escapes Vancouver and cornes to Calgary, then escapes Calgary and drives north to 

a sort of Promised Land. Within the texts lie several dues in mapping the iink between 

the search for the Prornised Land and Alberta's identity. 

Arachne is aware of her need to keep moving: '~That is why she wants to be a 

bus driver, driving seerns to be the only sensible way to deal with the world. She'd 

made a list: cab driver, truck driver, bus driver. She is infatuated not with machines 

but with motion, the illusion that she is going somewhere, getting a ~ a ~ . ' ~ % e r  

ultirnate career is as a travelling salrspenon, another form ofcontinual movement. The 

novel ends with Arachne on the nin fiom the police. She disappears up a road in the 

Yukon that appears to have no end. The novel ends with someone srarching for 

Arachne finding only a trail of ladies' underwear on the road: 

-4 1i.w mzks up fhe roud cl flush ofëolor muke.. - v m  slutn on p u r  brukes. 
You dide out undsrep inro the ditch, bend CO retrkw il. irhe pcinttrs ure 
yt- wirh d m  bur rheÏr scuriet imitution hus nor fuded.. Ladies' 
Corn fort. Another f i  miles und p u  fimi u peuch puir. then u turquoise, 
then svnshine ydlow. Euch tirne-vuu stop, shake the rlusrfrom their 
siiRy sur f  ce und toss [hem on the seut besicle -voir. There wifi br no end 
to the punties; therr will br no end to this ruad,'" 

There is more significance in Arachne's going north than is suggested in this passage. 

in her interview, Aritha van Herk agreed with the concept of Albertans' need to 

escape, ro find the Promised Land. She added that now that there is no 'land beyond 

the mountahs' that has not been discovered, that the North has become the 'new wea', 

IS Van He& No Fixed Mdress, p. 68. 
49 Cbid., p. 3 19. 



the Promised Land that is still unknownM Her imagery in The Tent Peg supports this 

theory. It takes up the theme of woman against the elements, which due to the decline 

of landscape in more contemporary prairie literature, has been neglected in the more 

senled and urban areas of Alberta. J.L. is impressed with the ruggedness of the Yukon: 

"1 am mezmerized, fiozen here looking dom. Two hours we have H o m  ansfixed by 

that fatal design. For it is dangerous. Skull teeth gleam through an invitation; the 

tundra can both restore and maim. No man lives to presume its power.'"' Mackenzie, 

a geologist in the camp, is also attracted to the vasmess of the tundra, and his position 

in relation to it: "1 am sitting in my hotel room, as close to the window as possible so I 

c m  get some light to fall across these maps. Nothing but tundra and lakes, lakes and 

tundra. Once ou're out there, in amongst the moss and the occasional outcrop, you 

melt right d o m  into the barrens. Not a dot of anyone anywhere. And I like it that 

-752 way. It seems, and van Herk concurs, that no matter how much is discovered and 

how settled Albertans are. they will always look for an escape, for something better- 

for the Prornised Land. 

The only concept that is comparable to the search for the Promised Land in Guy 

Vanderhaeghe's works is that of raised hopes and disappointment Any time any 

romantic notions are entertained, they are soon dashed by a harsh dose of reality. One 

humourous example is in his short no- "Loneliness Has Its Claims'. Charlie Bradley 

is a boy who is sent to spend the summer on his pndmother's tm: 

Dnven to distraction, I'd hoist my bag and staçger forward, telling 
rnyself that just around the tum in the road waited a cooling beverage, 
shade, and if I was lucky, maybe even an electric fan. 

Van He& in te~ew.  
" Van He* The Tenr Peq (Toronto: McCleiiand and Stem-Bmtam Limhed, 1981). p. 7. 
5 7  -- ïbid* p- IO- 



This was the best 1 could expect up the road The year before, 
my father had been able to whip up my enthusiasms, con me with his 
blather about how I was going to a "real farm." Back then, when I was 
eleven, innocent and naive, the words " r d  f m "  had conjured up 
visions of a dog gambolling loyaliy at my heels, a fishing hole, maybe a 
pony to ride. Bea of all, a gun to shoot and wildlife to massacre. What 
1 discovered on amvinç was a dust-bowl-Okie nighmiare, junked 
rnachinery, unpainted out-buildings patched with flattened tin cans and 
defunct licence plates, ziggurats of rotten m a n a ,  the only f m  
Iivestock idiot chickens living an outlaw life, gobbling bugs and 
flamboyantly stmtting about the property. [n charge of this god- 
forsaken spot was the most frightening adult I had ever encountered: 
Matilda Bradley, six feet and 180 pounds of chain-smoking, out-of-the- 
bottle-auburn-hair, seventy-year-old, hard-ass grandmother." 

The lesson seems to be that there is no escape, and no point in expectinç the situation to 

be anything romantic in the least. To do so will only lead to disappointment. As in 

Vanderhaeçhe's landscape imagery, hoping is the most you can do, and even that does 

not result in much. 

[t srems then. that the tendency is for Albertans to be more likeiy to expect an 

escape, or a romanticized happy ending, while Saskatchewanites can only hope the 

situation does not worsen. This theory is expressed perfectiy in a quote that 

Vanderhaeghe uses from Kirkegaard in one of his short stories: 

'There is nothing everyone is so a h i d  of as being told how vastly muc h 
he is capable oE You are capable o f 4 0  you want to know?-you are 
capable of living in poverty; you are capable of standing alrnost any 
kind of maltreatmen~ abuse, etc. But you do not wish to h o w  about it, 
isn't that so, and only cail that peson who boIsters you in saying: 'No, 
this 1 cannot bear, this is beyond my s t r e n e  etc."7M 

Vanderhaeghe has already stated that there is no point in flight, since your past follows 

you wherever you go- For van Herk flight is undemood, and the search for greener 

pastures is a never-ending quest, both for her and her characters. 

" Vanderhaeghe. -Loaeliness Has Its Ciaims" in Thines As They Are?, p. 185-186. 
" Vanderhaehsq -Sam, Soren and €cf' in Man Descendnig, p. 2-6. 



V. Conchsion 

This chapter deals with several elements at once. First it compares an author 

from both Saskatchewan and Alberta Second, these authors are male and female, 

accounting for fundamental differences outside their regional identities. Third, each 

author has written several te.w with wveral varying themes. Sevenl dimensions had to 

be addressed at once, including changes in prairie writing over time, in gender 

differences, and from province to province. We have, however, from this tangled and 

multidirnensional web, managed to derive regional and provincial themes from the 

texts. While van Herk is concemed with several issues of identity, including region, 

Ferninism, culture and class, and Vanderhaeghe is focused on perfecting the balance 

behveen the elements of fiction, they both personally admit a provincially -based 

identitv, and express it in thrir texts. They are in agreement on issues such as the effect 

that rural space has on those who spend their childliood on the prairie, and on the 

aubbom pride and fierce self-reliance that prairie dwellen possess. They differ in their 

representation of landscape, economics and philosophies of place. These differences, 

while augrnented by gender, would, I would argue, exist whether the authoa were both 

male or both female. While some foci of the literature have changed over tirne* the 

themes are d l  as evident in Vanderhaeghe's and van Herk's inking as they are in 

Stead-s, O'Hagan's, and Mitchell's. Time may have made the themes subtler, but they 

remain consistent_ 



Chapter Six 
Conclusion 

The dimensions of this study are many and varied. It is interdisciplinary, 

crossing the boundaries of literature and politics. Within those disciplines, it focuses 

on region and province. ln its literary approach, it compares the asendas of 

Saskatchewan and Alberta writers of both sexes. A11 orthese elements are studied in 

the context of historical progression, from the early twentieth century to the present. 

Yet, despite al1 the angles that have been investigated, only a tiny section of prairie 

literature and political identity have been covered. One rnight ask, what is the 

relevance of such a narrow approach to the audy of identity? The readrr should b r  

reminded that to cover al1 of the approaches and angles in the research within the space 

and time allowed, a mal1 cross-section had to be selected Keeping this in mind, the 

undertaking is mon obviously relevant because so few contributions have been made, 

in eirher political science or English, to the comparative audy of Saskatchewan and 

Alberta. Its result is also relevant: there is evidence that politics and literature in the 

prairie provinces are linked 

To recount what has been studied, the early, more rudimentary texts provide a 

litemry tradition in which to place the later works. Their themes and imagery, 

summarized as "limited expectations and "limitless possibility,- support the 

conceptual framework of images for Saskatchewan and Alberta. From there, the micro- 

region of W.O. Mitchell was examined While the same dichotomies existe& it was 

dificult to separate them provincidly. NevertheIess, MitcheIl did distinguish between 

Saskatchewan and Alberta in his cornrnents on economics and in his portrayai of 



characters from one province or the other. Antha van Herk focused not only on her 

region but also on other issues such as feminism and culture. Her texts ofler a powerful 

example that themes of romance and escape to the promised land in Alberta literature 

have s u ~ v e d  the evolution of the  litenry tradition. Guy Vanderhaeghe too represents 

a conscious effort to modemize his province's literary tradition while working within it. 

He, like earlier Saskatchewan authon, m-tes of l irnited expectations and oRen focuses 

on survival. But what do these conclusions suggest in the realm of politics'? 

Edward McCoun said that art is the "product of a communal mind and 

outlook." Part of that 'communal mind and outlook,? and the physical environment in 

which the art develops, stems from political institutions. I wouid argue that the 

communal mind of the anists studied here is to some extent sepanted by the provincial 

boundaries that divide the territoty into the jurisdictions of provincial govemments. 

This is by no means entirely the case. It can be easily argued that there is a collective 

consciousness that corresponds with the prairies, and that it has nothing to do with the 

provinces. Yet the subtIe differences between Saskatchewan and Alberta \mitersr 

image? and philosophy reflect an identification with their home province, and 

ditrerentiate hem From the other- 

Perhaps the bea way to illuminate this mdy is to discuss what it is not. This 

project does not pretend to be objective. [ts nature demands an interpretive approach to 

the subject matter. Thus, the reader may ask if someone else were to read the teks 

presented here, would the same conclusions be reached? My initial response to this 

question would be that the only way to test that question is to assign someone eke to 

read the te= and find what they discover. It is more important, however, that the 



ethics of pst-modemism be embraced, and that every interpretation fx considered 

valid if it can be theoretically supported. I would also like to point out that I did not 

enter the reseûrch with the intention of proving my hypothesis. 1 approached it with the 

simple goal of acquiring a greater understanding of the subject, whether the hypothesis 

be proved or disproved. M a t  I found supported my hypothesis, and 1 did not discover 

any passages that, to my knowledp, were antitheiical to my work. Other researchen 

r n q  have documented différent results, or even have discardrd my approach as a waste 

of tirne. Eli Mandel, for example, would adarnantly disagree with rny method and my 

tindings; to him i would reply, where would academia be whhout discourse*? 

In the same vein, this research is not the definitive work on prairie culture, 

politics, or literature. Other approaches, such as a study of immigration patterns or an 

economic study of Saskatchewan and Alberta, further aid an understanding of the 

differences and similarities in the provinces. Those factors contribured to the 

development of the political systems that are reflected in the literature. This particular 

study tentativeiy puts forth an alternative way ot'approaching political identity: by 

erasing the boundaries between disciplines. This approach challenges the assumptions 

that political culture is evident only in ovenly political acts, such as voting behaviour, 

par@ systems and the like. Wiiting is a political act, and whether that act affects the 

political reality or is affected by the political reality, it is inarguably linked to politics. 

The authors that were interviewed suggest that their wn-ting is affected by the political 

realiq. The political -stem was in pIace before they wrote, and their writing reflects 

that -stem. The Few authors that have been midieci, however, do not prove that this 

approach is valid. They do suggest that there is logic in punuing it M e r .  W.O. 



Mitchell, Antha van Herk and Guy Vanderhaeghe provide the pilot case study for a 

new approach that pulls politics and literature together in an effort to improve the 

understanding of prairie society. 

There is one important factor that has affected the political systems and the 

witing in Saskatchewan and Alberta: landscape. The land has shaped the Iitenture, 

and it has shaped the politics of the prairie provinces. From the spbols  and themes 

evident in prairie wti-ting it seems that prairie literature and prairie politics diverge 

dong similar Iines. The party systems in Saskatchewan and Al berta grew out of mnl- 

based, g u s  roots movements in response to the Depression, yet they rnoved in 

opposite ideological directions. The literature grew out of a nid-based society, 

imprinted by the harsh landscape, yet Saskatchewan and Alberta writers interpret their 

world through di fferent-coloured giasseç-one tinted with real ity and CO-operation, and 

the other with romance and individualism, 

If political identity is espressed even in the literature, then that identity is a 

strong and permanent Mure  in society. As Guy Vanderhaeghe stated in his interview, 

prairie society is becorning more urban, Iess affected by the rural experience. the 

weather, the landscape. Yet these conditions shaped the politicai realities and the  

socirties in Saskatchewan and Alberta Even if technology and urbanizatïon ever 

manage to render ineffective the extreme weather and the endless space, their legacies 

will remai4 in both politicai culture and the art that refiects it 
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